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This work is concerned with the analysis and design of
a complex system by reduced models.
The model reduction problem is formulated in a general
setting of equivalence relations. By introducing a quotient-
space structure, an equivalence relation is defined and it
is shown that the well-known concept of aggregation can be
formalized using the notion of quotient space. It is
further shown that the new approach provides deeper
understanding for aggregation and new results are obtained
for its eigenstructure, controllability, and external
behaviour improvement.
Two mathematical tools: the singular value decomposition
and the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, are used to develop the
concepts of almost invariant subspaces and approximate
aggregation. Two algorithms are proposed, one for deriving
a reduced model that is the result of an optimal chained
aggregation and the other for obtaining an exact aggregation
from an approximate one.
A notion of disaggregation is introduced which is a
dual concept of aggregation. Then the idea of approximate
disaggregation arised naturally as a dual of approximate
aggregation and is shown to be useful in suboptimal control
design.
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6CONVENTIONS AND SYMBOLS
Within each chapter, equations, theorems etc. are given
a single number and only this number is given when referred
within the same chapter.
The end of a definition, a theorem (with or without
proof), a remark, or an example is denoted by #.
Most symbols being used are standard and those are less
standard will be clearly described in the text. The rest
that will not be mentioned formally are as follows.
We use lower case Latin letters x, y etc. for vectors
(unless otherwise stated). The capital Latin letters, A,
B etc. are usually used to denote matrices of linear
transformations (notice that the same letter may be used
in different situations but its usage will be clearly stated).
Script letters X, S etc. are symbols for vector spaces and
subspaces. Ker A denotes the kernel of A and Im A denotes
the image of A. C denotes subspace inclusion. Span {A} is
a vector space spanned by the columns of A and diag {of, ...
an} denotes a diagonal matrix with ol, n as diagonal
elements in this order. In is reserved for an nxn identity




This work is concerned with the analysis and control of
a complex system by simplified models.
In order to understand the nature of, our problem and to
appreciate the value and scope of our present study, at the
very beginning we must ask three fundamental questions.
First, what is the precise meaning of the word complex,
and how complex is a system considered to be complex?
Secondly, if the system is really a complex one, what
justifies the use of a simplified model (s) in place of a
complete description? Finally, should we have different
simplified models for different tasks? In this introductory
chapter, we shall try to answer these basic questions,
before we move our attention to the more technical parts.
In Section 2, we give a definition of complexity. The
descriptor complex has been used extensively in the
system literature but always in a oversimplified way. The
reason we consider a precise definition of complexity is
that a seemingly complicated system may exhibit very simple
structure in some aspects' iThen it will be wasteful in this
case to strive for a simplified model. Besides, the
2understanding of the essence and structure of complexity
of a system will give us guidelines when we attempt to
simplify it.
In Section 3, the question of existence of simplified
model (s) is being inquired. Suppose we have a complete
or perfect model for the system of interest such that,
based on this model, we can do anything (e.g., analysis,
design) and the results obtained are exactly the same as
that based on the true system. However, if the model is
too complicated for the solution of a specific problem,
is it possible to use a simpler model to derive a solution,
although not perfect, yet gives satisfactory results? If
fortunately the answer is yes, is there any, reason behind
and how can we justify these approximate results?
While Section 3 answers the question of existence,
Section 4 deals with the query of uniqueness. This is a
fundamental question because if different simplified
models should be used for best results in different
applications, then we should have more than one technique
for simplification. Moreover, a technique which works well
for one system may not be the best for others. In summary,
there is no universal simplification technique.
Our view on the above three fundamental aspects of
model simplification lays-out our general attitude when we
approach the problem. We feel that to set up a right
attitude cannot be overemphasized in solving this sort of
problem. Since there are many solutions depending on the
3
situation, a choice must be made but it may not be a easy
task. Nevertheless, we can have f a clever decision with
sound judgment if our view is not being obscured.
4
1.2 Complexity
According to Kalman [K3), a system always means two
things simultaneously: (i) a concrete (physical) system
which serves as motivation for our questions and concepts
(ii) a mathematical system, a model of the real system,
which is the anchor point of all precise definitions and
theorems.
In system theory, once a model is set up and accepted
as real and exact, the system theorists work almost
exclusively on the model and the role of the original
physical system diminishes unless a different model has to
be re-derived. However, Kalman tends not to distinguish
the meanings of system and model. But for our purpose, we
use the word system as an interchangeable term for
the physical system and its exact or perfect model. On the
other hand, the word model, or its variations, e.g.,
simplified model, reduced model, or reduced-order model,
are all reserved for those mathematical abstracts of the
real system that may or may not be exact. Hence, what we
mean ai complex system is in fact? an exact model which is
complex in some defined sense. Furthermore, we assume
that an exact model is a perfect mathematical description
of the real system and any experiment performed on the
exact model will yield the same outcomes when the same
experiment is performed on the real system.
To give a precise definition of complexity is itself a
5
"complex business and the problem can be approached only
by considering specific models and asking specific
questions, EItherwise unlimited scope will inhibit an
nontrivial result. In this thesis, we shall deal exclusive.
ly with engineering systems. For these applications, the
following types of complexity* seems appropriate to
clarify the meaning,A-whieT-e obvious examples can be easily
found.
(i) STATIC COMPLEXITY
Static complexity reflects the degree of sophistication
of organization of the system structure down to components
or subsystems level. By this end, the number of components
or subsystems, the way they are interconnected, and how
they interact with each other, are all factors that
determine the static complexity of a system. Here, we
neglect any dynamical or computational considerations
which contribute to dynamic complexity and computational
complexity.
At first sight, static complexity is easy to quantified.
However, it is not generally the case. For instance, if we
have a system described by the linear differential equation
(1)
where A is an nxn matrix. The dimension n may be very
# The general reference for this section is (Cl].
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large, but if A has a simple form, e. g., diagonal or
sparse, we may conclude that (1) represents a system of
very low complexity, in that its behaviour is very easy to
predict and to understand. Hence, high dimensionality may
not imply high complexity.
Taking a second example on interaction levels, consider
the three-dimensional system
(2)
and a second system which differs from the first in having
an interation E
(3)
We can assert that the second system is more complex
than the first system due to the existence of coupling.
However, since the solution of (3) is
(4a)
(4b)
the second system behaviour is arbitrarily close to the
first for sufficiently small c. In this case, the two




By dynamic complexity we generally refer to the time
behaviour of the system, that may not have correlation
with the static complexity. This can be shown by simple
examples.
The heart of a digital watch the one-chip inte-
grated circuit, certainly possesses a high degree of static
complexity, the dynamic complexity of the watch is however
fairly low. On the other, hand, a circuit consists of a
break-down zener diode is certainly simple but its use as
a noise source produces complicated time-dependent
waveforms that can be described only by probabilistic laws.
One factor which contributes to dynamic complexity is
the existence of a large set of different time scales
associated with the subsystems. An instant effect may be
that complex time trajectories which are combinations of
fast and slow rate fluctuations are observed that makes
the analysis difficult.
(iii) COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
By computational complexity we mean the computation
burden associated with design and control. Hence, design
complexity and control complexity are two concepts
closely related to computational complexity. When we
consider only algorithms, independent of machines, the
number of steps needed for an algorithm to perform a
function is a measure of its computational complexity. In
8
engineering, a convenient measure has always been taken as
the number of multiplications required.
Design complexity is the level of complexity of a
process in determining a transformation, a re-organization,
or an addition of structure, which will eventually improve
the system potential. Here, we assume no actual imple-
mentation of control. Most often, and quite naturally, the
design process will involve programs of optimization.
However, in many applications, the realization of an
optimal strategy may well exceed, the allowable control
complexity, where we define control complexity as the
level of complication of configurations and the compu-
tational complexity that keeps the entire system under
complete control. A typical example in control engineering
is the design and implementation of a linear optimal
control. Here, the design complexity lies on the compu-
tation of an optimal state-feedback gain matrix, which may
involve the solution of high-order time-varying
differential equations. High level of control complexity
occurs when not all the states are available for feedback
and a state observer must be used to reconstruct the
missing states. The situation becomes even worse if there
are untolerable noises so that we must resort to a Kalman
filter. From this example we see the need of suboptimal
solution if high costs cannot be afforded. Indeed, it is




Having given more definite descriptions of system
complexity, we are now able to answer sensibly the second
and the third questions posed in the opening of this
chapter. In this section, we investigate the possibility
of simplifying complexity and the main reason behind,,'-*
It t is self understood that to simplify we mean the
simplification of an exact model of the system rather than
the real physical system itself, the latter is assumed to
be unalterable. Hence, the essence of the simplifying
process is to re-derive a model which is different from
the exact. By doing so, the model obtained is not an
accurate representation of the system. The loss of details
may be in the form of degradation in resolution, reduction
in number accuracy and so on. By sacrificing exactness, the
simplified models are usually much ,amenable to analysis,
design, and control, which is due to the reduction in
dimension or simplification in structure and thus compu-
tation and hardware are1reduced.
It is a basic question to ask whether a simplifying
process is justified and how it is justified. We give here
a simple example to illustrate this. Consider a lady's
image and the partial sums of its singular value decom-
position* as shown in Figs. 1-3t. Where Fig. 1 is the
# Loosely speaking, the singular value decomposition is a
numerical method for extracting the main features of an
array of correlated data.
T Figs. 1-3 are taken from tA3I.
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Fig. 3Fig. 2Fig. 1
original, the simplified representation, when keeping the
first 31 components of the decomposition (Fig. 2), is
clearly satisfied for the purpose of recognizing sex.
Taking an even coarser model (Fig. 3), although we cannot
tell immediately, it pictures a female or male, certainly
we will not believe that it is a snap of a baboon. There-
fore, simplified models do exist and in the present
example storage for the image has been saved. We can find
many similar examples.
From the above example, we have the following obser-
vations which are quite general:
(i) The exact model of a system (here the original
image) may contain too much details for a specific appli-
cation, and that a simplified model is sufficient to do the
job with almost no loss in performance.
(ii) For different applications, we could have different
simplified models with various structures and degrees of
complexity.
To justify the simplified models implies the inquiry of
11
suboptimality. In some uses- the degree of suboptimality
can be quantified but for others even a simple measure may
be difficult to find. For instance, the example shown
above belongs to the latter class though we accept that
Fig. 2 is a near optimal model and Fig. 3 a poor model
for recognizing sex, it is not easy to assign a number for
their \goodness' or badness, Such lacking of concrete
measure is not desirable in many situations where the
degradation in performance must be known a priori. If the
exact degradation is difficult to obtain some bounds may
still be useful as a guide.To give aome examples on sub-
optimality measure, for analysis, the difference between
the time responses of the system and the simplified model
can be calculated as the mean-square error for a typical
input. For design, the optimal cost obtained by the system
can be compared with the suboptimal cost obtained by the
model. Besides, an analytical expression may be difficult
to derive. In this case we can usually resort to experi-
mental results.
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1.4 Nonuniqueness of Simplified Models
The existence of more than one simplified model for a
system is almost self explanatory. I t is due, for one
reason, to various reduction methods that can be used for
different purposes, for another reason, to the different
required degrees of complexity (e.g., number of state
variables in a state-space model). Hence, in choosing a
simplified model for a specific job, the following questions
should be considered:
(i) For a given problem (e.g., analysis), is there any
particular reduction method that gives a best simplified
model with prescribed complexity (e.g., state dimension)?
(ii) Is the best reduction method itself too complex
(e.g., requires large amount of computations) to use?
(iii) Is it easy to evaluate the suboptimality when using
the method?
(iv) Is the method system dependent?
To find a single reduction method that gives favourable
answers to all the four questions, if not impossible, is
extremely difficult. For example, the best solution is
usually computed by complicated optimization algorithms.
Inherently there are difficulties in convergence and
initial guess that have to be removed. So (i) and (ii)
contradict with each other. Also, by the nature of model
simplification, depending on what kinds of characteristics
being modelled., a method good for some systems may not be
13
better than other methods for other systems. The reason is
that the dominant characteristics vary from system to
system, a single method for reduced modelling is simply
not feasible to serve all systems well. To conclude, it is
generally accepted that there is no universally best
model reduction technique.
The above discussion applies to both the models obtained
from input-output data and the models obtained by direct
modelling of the physical laws. For the latter case, we
assume that there is an exact model which contains all
necessary and sufficient information of the real system for
the prescribed application. In this sense, the model is
unique and any other model with fewer variables and/or
parameters are simplified models. For models derived from
input-output data, it is well known that a unique exact
model exists up to an isomorphism [K31]
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Chapter 2
SURVEY OF RELATED WORK
2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1, the central theme of system complexity
and simplified modelling has been discussed in a relatively
general setting. For instance, we have assumed neither
linearity, although examples have been taken from linear
control, nor solely engineering control problems, as given
by the image recognition example. However, in our present
study, we shall confine our attention to the linear, tip
invariant deterministic problem. We shall see that such
limit in scope will not degrade the value of the present
study: not only the restricted problem is fundamental for
further research, but it is general enough for many
applications of current interest (e.g., large systems
theory).
In what follows, the system model, exact or simplified,
is described by the input-state-output equations
(1a)
(1b)
Equation (1) is the state-space model of a linear,
continuous, time-invariant dynamical system. Depending on
15
the model it represents, we may use different symbols for
the input, state, and output variables and/or the asso-
ciated matrices. Nevertheless, the models are in the form
of (1) and all the variables are real-valued vector
functions of time t defined over (0,x). Specifically, we
usually choose the symbols in (1) for the exact model where
mxn
and are,
respectively, the system matrix, the input matrix, and the
output matrix. Although our approach in this thesis is
based on a state-space model, transfer matrices appear in
our survey as some of the existing contributions are built
on such input-output description of system models. The
transfer matrix T (s) is related to the state-space model by
a simple expression
(2)
We shall not attempt to review all the literature
concerning simplification of a complex model since philos-
ophically the idea occurs in many diverse fields of
science and technology, even we restrict ourself to engi-
neering systems like (1), there has been a great number of
publications since the first formal paper appeared in
around 1966 [Dl]. This can be easily seen from the compre-
hensive list of literature in a note published in 1976 [G2].
The interest is certainly not decaying. If one scans the
most recent control journals, he will immediately observe
the ever growing of the subject. Besides, the linear
16
problem has been and is still drawing most interest of
research.
In spite of the numerous existing publications and
methods, we can safely classify all the main approaches
into two categories. Although there are techniques which
possess characteristics of both classes, they basically
lean on methods in one of the two and thus we shall includE
them only along the main stream of development without
opening a new category. For convenience, we term the first
kind of approaches as external approaches and the second
kind of approaches as internal approaches. In the first
approaches, the external input-output behaviour of the
system is approximated while the internal structure may be
ignored. A typical example is to approximate a high order
transfer function with a lower order one without considerin
its internal behaviour. Comparatively, the approximation
of internal structure and behaviour is stressed in the
second approaches. For instance, instead of the output
responses, the state responses are approximated. In both
approaches, exact model or sufficient data for recon-
structing the exact model is assumed available.
It is impossible for us to discuss here all different
existing techniques, so the review in the following section
is by no means exhaustive. The purpose of this survey is to
show the underlying principles (rather than the details) of
various established contributions. The choice of materials
is nevertheless bound to be subjective in survey of this
17
type of topic. However, it is believed that the survey is
complete in a sense that the most influential works are
included. We begin with the external approaches.
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2.2 External Approaches
When the number of outputs of a system is small compared
with the number of system states, one may intuitively think
of reducing the number of states while keeping the outputs
not being deviated too much from their true values. From
the input-output viewpoint, the black box representing
the system is replaced by another black box which
approximates the real system (external) behaviour. Following
are some thought on this approach.
(i) CONTINUED-FRACTION EXPANSION
In control literature, the first systematic approach to
simplify a transfer function appears to be due to Chen and
Shieh [C3]. For a scalar (single-input single-output)
system, the transfer function representation T(s) is
expanded into a continued-fraction
(3)
An r th order simplified model is obtained by keeping only
the first 2r quotients in (3) and then forming the inverse
of the expansion. Here the order of a model is defined as
the minimum number of state variables needed to represent
the model in a state-space form.
19
The expansion of a transfer function in the form (3)
appeared early. in network synthesis [T2]. Then, by
truncating the expansion to give a simpler network seems
natural and appealing. However, that is the interpretation
of Chen and Shieh in terms of a control configuration
which gives the simplification method physically sound.
Depicting (3) as shown in the following figure with
several feedback and feedforward loops, the quotients
enter the diagram as the values of the blocks in various
positions. We see that the leading quotients appear in the
outer loops and by virture of negative feedback theory,
they are the most important elements as far as influence
on the performance of the overall system is concerned.







In network's terminology, (3) is the continued-fraction
expansion about s= 0 for the realization of the second
20
Cauer form. Bosley et al. [B4] showed that the moment
matching method of Gibilaro and Lees [G41 is similar to
the continued-fraction expansion method in that both match
the first few time moments of the impulse response of the
system. Consequently, the reduced models obtained by both
methods have excellent steady-state approximation.
While the expansion about s= 0 takes care of the steady-
state performance, expansion about s= oo gives accurate
transient response, the latter is for the realization of
the first Cauer form. Chuang [C8] presented an algorithm
to perform alternative expansions about s= 0 and s= oo,
hence the method aims at producing good approximations to
both the initial transient and the steady state. For the
same purpose, Shieh and Goldman [S71 introduced the mixed-
Cauer form for model simplification.
It is natural to extend the method to general multi-
variable systems. As the originator of the method, Chen
1C2] made the first contribution in this generalization.
Shieh and Gaudiano [S6] also extended the three Cauer forms
to the multivariable case. A most recent account can be
found in Goldman et al. [G51. Notice that the requirement
of equal number of inputs and outputs is still a limitation
of the technique.
(ii) PADE APPROXIMATION AND PARTIAL REALIZATION
As a powerful method in model simplification, the
continued-fraction expansion had soon drawn considerable
attention. It was recognized that the method can be put
under the general framework of Pade approximation well-
known in applied mathematics [Z2] .
The idea of Pade approximation is to replace a power
series 1 by rational functions of the form
( ,'
where N and M are arbitrary positive integers.
One can choose bn = 1 without loss of generality. The
remaining (M + N + l ) coefficients
are chosen so that the first (M + N + l ) terms in the Taylor
series expansion of ) match the first (ffl+N+l) terms of
the power series The resulting rational
function is called a Pade approximant. For the
simplification of a transfer function which is itself a
rational function in s, if it has no pole at the origin,
then it can be expanded into a power series of the form
where the f.1s are the time moments. Therefore
1
the Pade approximants computed from the power series will
be closely related to that obtained by moment matching and
continued-fraction expansion. Under suitable conditions,
all the three approximants will be identical. In fact, the
intimate connections between continued fractions and Pade
approximants have been well established CU2].
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The generalization to Pads theory provides much flexi-
bility in handling different problems. For example, there
is basically no restriction on the difference between the
degrees of the denominator and numerator of the simplified
transfer function. Besides, the expansion can be performed
over more than one point that is arbitrary. However, in
return for this flexibility, the computation is complicated.
In the line of Kalman's realization theory, the idea of
model simplification has been implicitly included when
Tether CT1I considered the construction of state-space
models from finite input-output data. The procedure was
termed minimal partial realization where the data used
is the Ilarkov parameters. Recall that the truncation of the
continued-fraction expansion about s= 0 is equivalent to
matching of the initial time moments, a similar process of
expansion and truncation about s= oo is indeed equivalent
to matching of the initial Markov parameters. It has been
further shown that partial realization can be performed
using either the time moments or the Narkov parameters,
or combinations of both [S3]. Therefore, continued-fraction
expansion, Pads approximation, and partial realization are
all closely related techniques. They can, under suitable
conditions, produce identical reduced-order models. The
early exposition of this equivalence was given by Shamash
tS3I and thereafter many authors have proposed methods that
are variations of the above techniques but contain essen-
tially no new idea (The controversy between Hickin [H4] and
23
Varoufakis and Paraskevopoulos [V1] reveals this fact).
(iii) SOLUTIONS TO STABILITY PROBLEM
The success of the continued-fractions and similar
techniques have gained wide interest and popularity. But
there is. a main drawback of these methods in that unstable
models may be obtained for some originally stable systems.
It is not overstated that until now most research efforts
along these lines of approach have been focused on re-
moving this deficiency (see, for example, a recent comment
of Shamash [S43]),
The continued-fraction expansion about s= 0 has the
advantage that the reduced-order model retains the initial
time moments so that the approximation is excellent in the
steady state (provided the reduced model is stable).
However, since the poles of the approximant depend on both
the numerator and the denominator of the original transfer
function, stability is not guaranteed. As small steady-
state error is very :desirable in analysis and design using
simplified models, modifications have striven to retain
this merit of the original method. To achieve both the
stability and good steady-state performance, almost all
existing solutions use the following strategy. First, the
characteristic polynomial of the reduced model is con-
structed to be stable by some means, then the numerator
coefficients are chosen to match the initial time moments.
Clearly, the number of time moments being matched will be
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less than that attainable by using continued-fraction
expansion alone. However, as the first few time moments
are matched, the steady-state performance is still satis-
factory.
There exists a number of approaches to obtain the reduce(
characteristic polynomial. Shamash [S2] constrained the
poles of the reduced model to be a subset of those of the
system, hence if the system is stable the reduced model
can be made stable. Shieh and Wei [SB] proposed a similar
method and the poles they retain are those dominant (for a
stable system, the dominant poles are those having the
largest negative-real parts). Hutton and Friedland [H9]
suggested a method they called Routh approximation method.
The basic idea is to develop the, well-known 'Routh table'
for the original system, and then to construct the
approximant in such a manner that the coefficients of its
Routh table agree, up to a given order, with those of the
original. By this construction, it is obvious that any
Routh approximant of a stable system is stable [H91.
Although not being computed explicitly, the first few time
moments are matched when an Routh approximant is constructer
Recently, there have been few more methods invented for the
same problem. To give two examples: In the method of Appiah
[A8], the characteristic polynomial of the reduced model is
obtained from the Routh-Hurwitz table formed from the
characteristic polynomial of the high order system. In the
method of Chen et al. [C5], the so-called stability
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equations which are the even part and the odd part of the
denominator polynomial, are formed and factorized. The
roots which are closest to the origin are retained. The
reduced stability equations are then constructed and the
reduced denominator is obtained.
If stability is our main interest besides the matching
of time moments, then the assurance of stability in all the
above methods is not an admirable achievement if it is the
only issue. Specifically, without resorting to any above
methods, one can choose a set of arbitrary poles so that
the constructed characteristic polynomial is guaranteed to
be stable. Although the dominant pole concept may be
useful for some examples, its use must be warranted by a
through knowledge of the system or extensive results of
simulations. One more complaint has been raised by Shamash
concerning the increase in order when the above reduction
methods are applied to multivariable systems. All these
problems can be referred to the recent correspondence
[M14, S4, S5]. Finally, we note that Chen and Tsay 1C4] have
responsed to the comments on stability of the Chen-Shieh
method, but surprisingly, there is no response to the
response.
(iv) ERROR MINIMIZATION
In continued-fraction expansion and the like techniques,
some key parameters of the original system are retained in
the reduced models and there is no particular measure
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being optimized in an explicit way. However, there exist
other approaches where some criterion functions are being
optimized so that an optimal result can be obtained.
Comparing to the preceding methods, no key parameters of
the original system are intentionally preserved. The
following two examples are typical methods in this class
of approaches.
Suppose we are given a set of input-output data of the
system for a typical response (e.g., step response). Then
based on this set of data we can. build a model using an
identification process. Depending on the assumed order, we
may get various models of different degrees of complexity
and if one of them is considered as exact, the others with
lower orders are by definition reduced-order models.
In the method of Sinha and Pille [S121, a reduced model
is derived such that the mean-square error between the
samples of the exact and the approximated output responses
over a given time interval is minimized. This is achieved
by expressing the model parameters (the numerator and
denominator coefficients of the reduced transfer function)
and the samples of the input-output data in a linear
equation
(5)
where 4) is a matrix and is a vector that-are both composed
of the samples and a is the vector of unknown parameters.
Then a least-square solution can be obtained as
27
(6)
where is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of
[S14]. Although the model obtained is a discrete model,
Sinha and Pille [S12] have suggested a scheme for continuous
problems. Besides, they have given an iterative algorithm
to solve (5) which avoids the matrix inversion for computing
. Notice that in principle their method is not different
from an earlier approach of Anderson [A2I. The latter use
a theory of orthogonal projection on subspaces that in fact
underlies the mechanism of the generalized inverse. However,
the iterative algorithm of Sinha and Pille could save
storage and computation.
A more sophisticated optimization scheme has been
proposed by Wilson 1W51 and improved for various situations
by Wilson and Nishra [W7,MB]. The system being simplified




and r < n. For the case of an impulse
applied to the i th input with the remaining inputs
being zero and oi, i= 1, ... 1 are positive constants, the




where yi and yr are, respectively, the i th system output
and the ith reduced model output. Q is a weighting matrix
which is positive definite symmetric.
It was shown by Wilson (W53 that the necessary conditions
for the minimum of J with respect to the matrices Ar, Br,












FR + RF + S=O
F'P + PF + M =O
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Then,
J= trace (RM) =trace (PQ) (11)








When the conditions (12) are substituted into (9), a set
of nonlinear equations is obtained. To find a solution,
Wilson EW61 has proposed an algorithm which can be used for
both the scalar and multivariable systems. However, the
structure of the reduced model must be constrained in some
canonical forms. Furthermore, the algorithm requires a
choice of parameters for initialization and the convergence
properties are generally not known. In a recent paper,
Mishra and Wilson have suggested a partial solution (118I.
Optimization methods similar to that. originated by
Wilson 1W51 can be found elsewhere (e.g., (A6,A7,H7I), but




While in Section 2 the approximation of the external
behaviour of a system was considered, we treat a similar
problem in this section but now we penetrate into the
black box for a simplified internal description. In the
opening of the last section, we have given a motivation
of seeking a reduced-order model by saying that the number
of output variables is much less than the number of state
variables. However if we work with the internal structure
of a system, there is much more freedom in choosing the
simplifying criterion. For instance, if a set of physical
state variables is approximated, there is a choice of varia-
bles that are included in the set. Evidently, such decision
is depending on the objectives. Thus, the increase in
degree of freedom also brings up more considerations than
that arised in the external approach.
(i) DOMINANT EIGENVALUES
The eigenvalues and their associated eigenvectors of the
system matrix characterize the internal behaviour of a
linear dynamical system. It is hence natural to consider
their relative importance as a simplification approach.
Nicholson [N11 and Davison (D11 have made early contri.
butions along this line. In order to show their idea 'in a
simple way, we consider the unforced system
(14)
as an example.
Assume that the eigenvalues of the nxn matrix A are all
real and distinct for simplicity. Denote the n eigenvalues
as
and their associated eigenvectors v» ...,
v . Then it is well-known that the solution of the system
n
can be written as
(15)
where is a scalar, x(0) is the initial state
vector and is the reciprocal basis to {v1?
Suppose the eigenvalues are ordered according to
» Then as t - exp
n provided that 0. Therefore,
the first term in (15) dominates all the others for large
values of t and is the dominant eigenvalue; moreover,
x(t) is closely aligned with the dominant eigenvector v.
This suggests a method for the reduction of order of
dynamics by neglecting modes that are decreasing in their
importance as t increases. For a system having stable poles,
it corresponds to discarding those fast modes of which
the eigenvalues are located on the left-half s-plane and
far from the origin. That is the essence of the dominant
eigenvalue concept. In the actual implementation of
Davison CD1], for a given choice of r states being approxi¬
mated, a reduced system matrix A is found such that it has
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the set of r dominant eigenvalues of A and the correct
eigenvectors with respect to these r eigenvalues. We see
from (15) that the components of vi, give the distribution
of to various states. If the ratios of the retained
states are being kept to be the same as that of the
original states, the ratios of the corresponding components
of each of the reduced eigenvectors should be the same as
that of the original eigenvectors (ignoring the contri-
butions from the discarded modes). Furthermore, Davison [D1]
has derived the reduced input matrix so that the modes
retained in the reduced model are excited in the same
proportions as in the original system. This extends (14)
to a forced system.
The original method of Davison [D1] has a disadvantage
that the system and the model do not agree in the steady
state for step inputs. This led to a modified method which
was designed to solve this problem [D2]. Notice that Marshall
[M3] has devised a method which is also based on the domi-
nant eigenvalue concept and has the advantage of zero
steady-state error. It was shown later by Graham [G7] that
a method developed independently by Chidambara [C6] is
equivalent to Marshall's method although they were presented
in different forms.
(ii) AGGREGATION
The notion of aggregation has a long history in econom-
etrices [C7], it was Aoki who first generalized this concept
to estimation and control CA4,A5].
The intuitive idea behind aggregation is quite simple.
Suppose that is an exact mathematical description of a
physical or a nonphysical object using a given set of
variables, and S2 is a consistent but coarser description
of the same object using a smaller set of variables, then
S9 is called an aggregated model of S,. .
To apply the idea to linear dynamical systems, we denote
the state vectors of and S2 by, respectively, x and z.
Moreover, the dimension of x, which is n, is much larger
than that of z, which is r. In order for to be an
aggregated model of S., we require that
z (t) = L x (t) (16)
for all t. We call the rxn constant matrix L the aggregation
matrix and the requirement (16) dynamic exactness.
The aggregation relation (16) establishes an important»
link between the system (S) and the aggregated model (S2).
It is this link, which is absent in many other methods, that
makes aggregation a conceptual basis for constructing
several approximation techniques in control and estimation
of complex systems.
Let S. be described by the state equation
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (17)
Then (16) indicates that z is a linear combination of x
through L and if L is given, the system matrix F and the
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input matrix G in the state equation of S2.
(18)
must be constructed such that (16) is satisfied for all t.
It is simple to show that for dynamic exactness, the




Analysis of the condition FL= LA reveals that F must
retain some eigenvalues of A. Thus, the notion of aggre-
gation for linear systems can be considered as a general-
ization of the idea of simplifying linear systems by
retaining the dominant eigenvalues. In fact, Siret et al.
[S13) have unified the work of Davison, Marshall, and
Chidambara, all under the general class of aggregation
that is the choice of an aggregation matrix which puts an
aggregated model into these different subclasses.
The aggregation matrix L cannot be assigned arbitrary.,
If we impose that FL= LA, then from the general solution
of f [R2]
(20)
when (20) is substituted back into FL= LA, it represents








This restricts the class of matrices L that, for aggregation.
However, there are still certain freedoms for the choice
of L, subjected to the restriction imposed on the eigen-
values of F. Siret et al. [S13] found that there is an rxr
nonsingular matrix M that can be assigned arbitrarily in
a general expression of L:
(22)
where L0 is fixed by the Jordan structure being kept in F.
They further showed that it is possible to find an optimal
lvi, such that a criterion which measures the goodness of
state approximation can be optimized.
It is interesting to compare the optimization scheme of
Wilson EW51 described in Section 2 with the present opti-
mization of an aggregated model. In the present approach,
if the state vector of the aggregated model is used to
approximate some state variables of the system, the problem
is equivalent to finding a reduced-order input-output model
S2 for the modified system which is the original system (17)
with an output matrix C added, where C can be expressed as
A
C= [Ir 0] after a suitable permutation. Now S2 has an
input-state representation given by (18) which is an aggre-
gated model and an output matrix which is an identity matrix.
see thatWe t while Wilson's approach takes no care on pre-




approach guarantees the retention of certain key character-
istics of the internal behaviour of the system. What is the
most important observation in this comparison is that the
relations between the reduced-model states and the system
states are missing in the usual external approaches while
such link is provided by aggregation,: the formulation and
solution of modern control and estimation problems using
a reduced model will be, much easier to handle. In fact,
Lamba et al. [L1, R1] have tried to derive aggregation
matrices for the Chen-Shieh models and the Hutton-
Friedland models which are-both belong to the class of
external approaches 1owever, it is not surprising that the
the aggregation matrices are only approximants since these
methods in general do not retain any eigenvalues of the
original system (M71.
To this point, we have not mentioned the role of the
output matrices of the system and the reduced model. Let
the output matrix of the aggregated model be denoted as H.
Clearly, the choice of H can be made independent of the
aggregation of the states. Then, once L,F, and G have been
computed, H can be further optimized for the output modell-
ing requirements. As one approach, the method suggested
by Siret et al. [S13] for finding the optimal aggregation
matrix can be equally applied to find the optimal output
matrix. Another approach is closely related to a method
described in Section 2 where the initial time moments of
the reduced model are matched to that of the system and at
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the same time dominant poles are retained. At present, the
poles are fixed by the aggregation and we can choose H for
time moments matching. Since time moments matching may be
considered as a special case of partial realization, this
latter approach which combines aggregation with moments
matching technique was named aggregated partial realization
by Hickin and Sinha [H6].
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2.4 Recent Contributions
Although a large portion of recent work on model
reduction is of development nature, there have been a few
new techniques proposed very recently, that may open a new
perspective to the problem.
For the emergence of these new ideas, there are mainly
two catalytic factors: First, the increase in computer
capability allows the use of computationally complex algo-
rithms. Secondly, the introduction of certain mathematical
techniques (especially those in numerical analysis) provide
powerful tools for analysis and implementation. As a result,
computationally complex and mathematically sophisticated arE
the common characteristics of these new approaches. Because
of this mathematical complication and the present limitation
of space, we can hardly survey these methods in any detail.
Nevertheless, we shall try to give brief accounts on the
underlying principles of two selected methods. For ease of
understanding, the descriptions are simplified, and when
possible, we shall relate the methods to' the previous
approaches.
(i) PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
Among other things, Moore has recently developed in his
paper tM101 a new concept of model reduction using principal
component analysis and singular value decomposition.
Principal component analysis is widely used in statistics
for correlation analysis and singular value decomposition
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is a powerful technique in numerical algebra for computing
bases and rank. When they are coupled to Kalman's minimal
realization theory as Moore did, provi-de-s a sound approach
to the model reduction problem which is both theoretically
and practically interesting.
Concentrating on those parts in the paper IM10I that are
methodology for model simplification, we can summarize the
procedures in the following steps:
(a) A coordinate transformation matrix Pib is computed
from the knowledge of four matrices V and
They are results returned from the principal component
analysis of some corresponding data matrices (the singular
value decomposition provides the computational machinery).
The matrices , and are defined as follows:
where
represent the ith component vector and magnitude of
exp
where represent the ith component vector and
magnitude of exp(A 't)C'.
(b) Pib is used to transform (A, B, C) to an internally
balanced model (A, B, C).
(c) The second order modes i
defined to be the singular values of the matri
are inspected. I f then
the subsystem of (A, B, C) corresponding to the first k
state variables is "internally dominant" and may be
considered as a good reduced model.
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We can make two remarks as follows. We see that, the
principal component analysis is performed on exp(At)B, the
state impulse response (x(0)= 0), to give Vc anc and
on exp (A't) the transpose of the impulse response
measured at the output with test signals injected at the
output of B (input= and Looselyto give
speaking, transforming the original system to an internally
balanced model through Pib (then indirectly through the
principal component analysis of exp(At)B and exp(A 't)C') is
essentially a process of adjusting the internal coordinate
system so that the dominant behaviour is revealed by defining
some principal axes. In this context, it is interesting to
note the seemingly close connection of the present approach
with an earlier one of (1itra [119] where the reduction
problem was formulated as finding the best subspace so that
the total Euclidean norm of the orthogonally projected state
trajectories is maximized. Although not being stated expli-
citly by Mitra, the solution in fact relies on the principal
component analysis of the state trajectories. Actually,
orthogonal projection and principal component analysis are
closely related concepts [M11]
The second remark is concerned with the reduced models
obtained in the two examples in Moore's paper. Except for
the two first order models where the numerators are constant,
all the higher order reduced models contain zeros with
positive-real parts. While the original models have all
left-hand zeros, the proposed reduction method, at least
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in these examples, turns a minimal phase system to a non.
minimal phase system. It is not a desirable feature and
it is not known tbai how frequentl do-a it occurs and what
is the cause.
(ii) OPTIMAL HANKEL NORM APPROXIMATION
The mathematical theory for the optimal Hankel norm
approximation was published early in 1971 [A1], it was
not however until very recently that the relevance of the
theory to the model reduction problem can be drawn and
attracted growing attention CG 3, K8, K9, S91.
Although the derivation of the solution requires con-
siderable mathematical maturity, the formulation of the
problem is quite easy to understand. Given the sequence
of the (larkov parameters m1, m2, obtained by an
impulse response measurement, the Hankel matrix 11 is
formed as
(23)
Realization theory tells us that the rank of f determines
the' order of a minimal realization. Suppose that the true
system is of order n. Now the problem is to find a real-
ization of lower order r, whose Hankel matrix is M (hence
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m is of rank r), so that the spectral norm
(24)
is minimized. Notice that the problem is of practical
importance in its own interest since rank is very
sensitive to element perturbations, a with noisy data
it i= oftentthat M is turned to have a very large
rank and the resulting realization will have unnecessary
high order.
We shall not go further to the actual solution of the
problem as it will require: quitea space to explain it
clearly. However, we quote here three reasons that
motivate the current interest in the Hankel norm
criterion [03].
(a) With regard to intrinsic relevance: the Hankel
norm criterion turns out to be a satisfactory trade-off
between the popular least squares and uniform error
criteria indeed, the Hankel norm is bound from below
by the Euclidean norm and from above by the Chebyshev
norm,
(b) With regard to robustness: the Hankel norm is
fairly stable with respect to numerical perturbations
due, for example, to the effect of noise on the impulse
response.
(c) With regard to practical implementation: a Hankel
approximation of minimum degree with a preassigned error
tolerance can be achieved at a moderate computational cost.
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2.5 Concluding Remarks
In the preceding sections, we have given a survey on
the work that are related to the research conducted in
this thesis. It is believed that the survey is relatively
complete and the presentation is orderly. Therefore, the
survey can also be considered as a brief hi sory of
model simplification in linear control theory.
We have tried to organize the many existing approaches
such that they fall well into two categories. It was done
not only for the purpose of ease of presentation but
moreover, it reveall the fact that the main development
has been logical and unifying. For instance, we can










where the extent of generalization increases in the
direction of the arrows shown.
Although we have not put the recent contributions.
any one of the two classes, it is not difficult to classify
them as one of the two approaches as what we have done for
the others. The reason for the approbation of this classi-
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fication relies on the fact that the internal and the
external descriptions of a system are conceptual bases
of control theory.
If one can makesa sufficiently careful overview of all
the existing reduction methods, he will observe an inter-
esting dissimilarity of the two approaches in terms of
applications: With a very few exceptions*, the external
approaches are less concerned with their use in reduced
control-design problems (i.e., for reducing design com-
plexity and/or control complexity) on the contrary, the
internal approaches) concern more on design applications
indeed, aggregation, for example, was originally devised
for solving suboptimal control problems as its main goal.
for this last point it is easy to appreciate since the
modern control strategies usually require the access of
the system states. Net only the internal approaches can f
in general meet this requirement,. the suboptimality in
control design when using the obtained reduced models
is also easy to assess. On the other hand, there seems
no reason why one cannot use a reduced model (obtained
by an external approach) in control design methods where
the outputs of the system are fed backt+ .The research in
this direction is scanty. In the author's opinion, such
For example, Chen t[21] has proposed a multivariable design
method along his development of continued-fraction
expansion.
The work of Rosenbrock [R3], Mayne [m5], and (MacFarlane
and his colleagues [m2] are good examples.
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investiation is, worth to be taken
Another research area related to model simplification
is its applications to analysis and control of large-
scale systems*.
There is no precise definition of what is, a large-
scale system, But.-naturally one can imagine, it is a
complex system. However, while the term complex can be
applied to a very wide class of systems,by a large-
scale system".it always b referred, by system theorists
as real objects having multilevel organization and
mul ti goal criterion function. Typical examples are power
networks, transportation systems, flexible manufacturing
networks and economic systems. Such physical systems are
often characterized by geographical distribution of
interconnected subsystems, natural or man-made division
of hierarchy levels and possibility of decentralized
control.
Because of its very natures of a large-scale system
compared with a centralized system having only single.
level organization and single-level criterion function,
all the existing model simplification techniques for
centralized systems must be re-examined in a new context
if their applications to the large-scale systems theory
are to be effective. For instance, if a global system is
A recent special issue of the IEEE Transactions on
Automatic Control (vol. AC-23, April 1978) contains
valuable papers covering many current topics on large-
scale systems.
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consisted of independent subsystems, what available to
different local subsystems (called the decision makers)
are different sets of measurements and control inputs
of the same global system. Then it is evident that the
simplified model for each of these decision makers
should not be the same. Under the assumption of inde-
pendent decision makers, model simplification can be
treated individually for each decision maker as a one-
level problem and the usual techniques can be applied.
Clearly, one should also consider the objectives so that
a clever choice can be made among the several methods.
On the other hand, if the interactions between the sub-
systems are strong, to derive an effective reduction
method becomes a difficult task. It is because the global
natupes will be changed as seen by an individually
local decision maker if control actions are applied to
other decision makers.
For the simplification of large-scale systems, aggre-
gation seems to be a promising concept worth for further
investigation. Indeed, the method has been recognized to
be useful in global [S10] as well as subsystem [S11]
reduction. A preliminary step towards the aggregation of
systems having interconnected subsystems has also been
taken recently by Bertrand et al. [B3]. Since large-
scale systems theory is an important topic of current
interest and because of the many advantages offered by
the aggregation concept, we shall take aggregation as a
point of departure for further study in the following chapters.
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2.6 Outline of Chapter Organization
The original contributions of this thesis are divided
into three parts and each constitutes the main content
of each of the following three chapters. Every chapter
has three main sections: Motivation, Main Results, and
Discussion. The role of each section is as follows.
In the Motivation section, the incentive(s) to the
study of a specific topic is described and the general
approach to the problem is briefly outlined. In the
Main Results section, details of the investigation and
results are presented. Except the supporting background
materials, the contents of this section are original to
the best knowledge of the author. In the Discussion
section, existing results are drawn from other related
research. They are used to confirm, or contrast with,
those presented in the Main Results section, so that the
values of the present findings can be justified.
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Chapter 3
GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF AGGREGATION
3.1 Motivation
Two advances in control theory have given significant
impact on the understanding of linear multivariable
systems since the advent of Kalman's state-space approach.
One is the pioneering work of Rosenbrock on algebraic
systems theory (R41 and the other is the geometric
approach to linear multivariable control put forward by
Wonham (W8) and Morse.
Viewing a problem if possible in a geometric way has
long been considered as a powerful problem-solving device
by many researchers. In linear control theory, linear
algebra is a basic mathematical tool and the development
of many control theories has been based on matrix manipu-
lation. However, the fundamental objects being studied in
linear algebra are vectors and linear vector spaces which
can be easily adhered a geometrical meaning. Because of
this, many concepts arising in linear algebra are geo-
metrical in nature and therefore would be best presented
and applied in geometric ways. For example, a two-
dimensional subspace S in R3 may be considered as the span
of a matrix (v1 v2), where v1, v2 are the columns which
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are independent. Suppose there is a vector v3 which does
not lie in this subspace, we then ask, is there any vector
in the subspace that is "closest" to v3? If we think
algebraically, we tend to formulate the problem as finding
a vector v4 in the equation a1 v1+ a 2 v 2= v4 subjected to
the constraint that the length of v3- v4= minimum.
Unfortunately, the answer to this problem in not imme-
diately obvious. On the other hand, if we think geo-
metrically, we can treat the two-dimensional subspace S
as a plane passing through the origin and v3 as a vector
standing out of this plane. Then, an intuitive answer
emerged easily. As now the shortest distance from v3 to S
is given by the perpendicular drop and the required vector
is just the projected vector. Then, the solution can be
calculated easily by using this orthogonal property. In
fact, we have shown the application of the powerful
orthogonal projection theorem.
In a similar way, geometric control theory provides a
r
clean mental picture of various control problems. By
working solely on abstract (coordinate-free) vector spaces,
the control and the computational questions are separated.
It allows one to first study the nature of the control
problem and then turn to numerical analysis literature for
appropriate state-of-the-art computational tools. The




3.2.1 Equivalence Relations, Quotient Spaces,
and Quotient Transformations
We present in this subsection prerequisite material for
the subsequent development of a geometric analysis of
aggregation. The mathematical contents of this analysis
are quite standard and since they are treated as tools
rather than abstract concepts, the emphasis is placed on
the apprecation of their concrete meaning and how they can
be applied to our analysis. Accordingly, we shall present
the mathematics in a less formal style (but it does not
mean that the statements we make are non-rigorous) and
when a theorem is stated, it may not be followed by a
proof if it can be found elsewhere*.
A general view on model reduction may be taken as follows.
Consider the complete model as a, collection of elements
called a set. Assume that the number of elements in the
set a sense reflects the complexity of the model. If
under some circumstances, some of the elements can be
considered as equivalent and therefore can be replaced by
any one of them, the total number of elements in the set is
thus reduced ari the model is simplified.
Stating formally, given a set S, an equivalence relation
is defined as:




The binary relation- on S is said to be an equivalence
relation on S if for all a, c in S
The next question is how to determine' the binary relation.
We consider first the following two examples.
Example 1
Let S be any set. For a, 8.E S. a binary relation
can be defined as a=. Clearly, this binary relation
satisfies all the three properties in the definition of
equivalence relation.
Example 2
Let S be the set of points in the plane. Two points a
and f, are defined to be equivalent if they are equidistant
from the origin. A simple check verifies that this defines
an equivalence relation on S.
We see that there are many ways to determine a binary
relation and in turn an equivalence class,
Definition 2
If S is a set and if is an equivalence relation on S.
then the equivalence class of a E S is the set









In Example 1, the equivalence class of a consists
merely of a itself. In Example 2, the equivalence class
of a consists of all the points in the plane which lie on
the circle which has its centre at the origin and passes
through a• Return to our model reduction problem, whatI .
kind of equivalence can be established? Obviously there
are many possible answers. For instance, an equivalence
class which is defined by the collection of state tra¬
jectories that differ within a certain measure may be a
suitable candidate. In the following, we consider a
particular class which is mathematically decent.
Let X be a finite-dimensional vector space of dimension
Further let S be an dimensional subspace of Y,
a be a vector in X but not in S and s be a vector in S9
then a + s is not in S. Lie say a + S the coset of a
relative to S.
2
Consider a simple example where X - R (the real co¬























one-dimensional subspace S is a line passing through the
origin and the point (x1= 2, x2= 1). Let a (which is not
in S) and s (which is an arbitrary vector in S) be two
vectors as shown, we see that a+ s lies on a line parallel
to S. In fact the line is formed by a and S and is the
coset a+ S. Notice that a+ S does not pass through the
origin and hence is not a subspace. Denote the vector a+ s
as 3, we have - a= s. Then given a vector a in X, but
not in S, there are vectors S satisfy B-a= s, s in S.
We say that a is congruent to modulo S. It is easy to
prove that the congruence modulo S is an equivalence
relation. Obviously, a+ S is thL 3,quivg1ence class of a.
For another vector Y which is neither in S nor a member
of a+ S, we have a different coset Y+ S and so on. The
collection of all cosets relative to S (including the coset
of the zero vector in X) is denoted by X/S, the quotient
spa ce of X modulo S.
We can define a vector addition and scalar multiplication
on XIS as follows:
In other words, the sum of the coset of a and the oset of
Y is the coset of (a+ y), and the product of the scalar c
and the coset of a is the coset of the vector ca.
It can be shown that the sum and product defined above
depend only upon the cosets involved although many different
(a+s)+ (y+s)=(a+y)+s
c(a+s)=(ca)+s
vectors in X will have the same coset relative to S. Then
the sum and product are unambiguous. Furthermore, one can
verify that the two defined operations satisfy the vector-
space axioms and therefore turn XS into a vector space.
There is a natural linear transformation L;
which assigns every vector in X a correspondence in XS
and is called the canonical projection, liie can prove that
Then the matrix representation
L of the mappinq is of dimension rxn. Since
is epic. Furthermore Ker L = S because the zero vector in
XS is the coset of the zero vector in X, which is 5.
Referring back to our example, since XS is a one-
dimensional vector space, i.e., a real line as shown in the
figure, then L maps each coset in X to a vector in XS,
which is now depicted precisely as a point on the real line.
Let L = [a b). If we assign the coset a + S to the point 3
in XS9 we have a + 2b = 3. To acquire one more equation
for the solution of the two unknowns, note that (0, 1.5)
is an element of a + S9 hence 1.5b = 3. Solving the two
equations gives L = f-1 2). It is easy to show that L maps
every member of a + S to the same point 3 in XS and any
vector in S is mapped to the zero vector in XS under L.
Similarly, the coset y + S is mapped to the point 5 under
the s am e I -
A closer look at this simple example reveals a corre¬
spondence between XS and a subspace complementary to S9
which has the same dimension as XS. In fact there is a
theorem for this correspondence and as a corollary of this
theorem, it is easy to show that dim XS = dim X - dim S.
The theorem is stated here without proof.
Theorem 1
A
If S and S are complementary subspaces of a vector space
X9 then the correspondence that assigns to each vector s in
A A
S the coset s + S is an isomorphism between S and XS.
In the preceding discussion, we have defined the
quotient space starting from a given subspace and subse¬
quently developed the canonical projection carried by a
mapping L. Conversely, given an epimorphism L: X + 7, say,
a quotient-space structure arised naturally as 7 s XKer L,
where denotes isomorphism.
Ule next look at a result which is significant to the
applications of the quotient-space concept.
Theorem 2
Let A: X + X be a linear map, if S is a subspace of X
invariant under A, i.e., fS C S, and L: X + 7 = XS is the
canonical projection, then there exists a unique linear
transformation F: 7 + 7 called the quotient transfer ation
such that FL = LA. fj










The significance of (1) is as follows. If x is an
arbitrary vector in X, then Ax6 X. Denote the coset x + S
by x, then if (1) holds, we have (Ax) = Fx for every x in
X. In other words, to find the coset of the transformed
vector Ax relative to S is equivalent to find the transform
of x by F. Notice that the mapping F is exercised in a
vector space of reduced dimension. As a simple example, let
1 -6]
A = , then S in the above figure can be shown to be
invariant under A. Taking L = [-1 2j as before, since
LA = 0 -2), we obtain a unique F which is equal to -1. To
transform the vector a by A, we obtain Aa = [-11 -7', then
Aa = LAa = -3. However, the same result can be obtained as
Fa = -1x3 = -3.
3.2.2 Relations between Quotient Spaces and Aggregation
Given a linear time-invariant system S(A, B, C)
governed by the system and output equations




Let X = 2n, U = a!1 , y = 2m be, respectively, the state






I o + be an invariant subspace of X under A. From
Theorem 2, a quotient-space structure can be incorporated










where X L is the canonical projection and F is the
quotient transformation. Also, we have the relation
(5)
If we include the coupling G: U + X between the input








G = LB (7)
Denote the coupling between the quotient space and the






exists if and only if S c Ker C, i.e., there exists a matrix
H such that HL = C if and only if the null space of C
contains S, It is easy to see: Since Ker L = Sf S is the
zero vector in the output space of 7 Unless i is a sub-
space of Ker C, observation through the quotient space
means a loss of information.
















where the dotted arrows indicates that the corresponding
i
map is asserted to exist and to make the diagram commute.
Since n r, the induced model S (F, G, H) is of




where and , In (10) we write
instead of y for the general case wher
To this point, we have shown that, as proposed at the
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beginning of this section, the model reduction of a
dynamic system can be treated under a very general
framework of equivalence relations. In particular, if a
quotient-space structure is used to define the equivalence,
the obtained result is clear and elegant. Moreover, it is
easy to see that, by using the concept of quotient space
and quotient transformation, we have just defined the state
and input/output relations between the original system and
an aggregated model. In fact, the state space of the
aggregated model is the quotient space of X modulo S, where
S is invariant under A. L is just the aggregation matrix
and (5) and (7) are simply the conditions for dynamic
exactness (see the general discussion on aggregation in
Chapter 2). Thus, aggregation is formalized in a very nice
clean way.
3.2.3 Eigenstructure of Aggregated Models
in the last section, the notion of aggregation is
formalized using a quotient-space approach. But the shall
show that what the approach does, is not just a formal-
ization of concept. More than that, the approach provides
further insights of aggregation and leads to new results
and stimulating ideas that we shall present in the rest
of this chapter and in the following chapters. First, we
derive a general result on the eigenstructure of aggregated
models.
Referring to (9).Letxr+1'xr+2' xn be a basis of
S, and augment it to a basis for X by adding on sufficient
linearly independent vectors , •••» Then, since
AS c. S9 A must be a block triangular form
(11 )
Clearlv, is a basis for XS9 then L is of
the form and is the induced linear transformation
on , for the basis In view of Theorem 1, a
more' general form of L can be written as
(12)
where M is an arbitrary rxr nonsingular matrix. If we
substitute (11) and (12) into (5), we can immediately
deduce that
or (13)
If A is not of the form (11 ), we can effect a change of
basis by a similar transformation P: where
such that Q: is of the forn
(1 A)






















Since a similar transform does not alter the eigenvalues,
we then have }. Furthermore,
4- K» • r
is a subset of the eigenvalues of A.
confirms that an aggregated model must retain some eigen¬
values of the original system.
From the discussion on bases which leads to (11), the
transformation matrix P in (18) can be constructed by
letting its last r columns to be a basis of S where fS C. S
The remaining (n - r) columns are arbitrary provided they
span the complement of S. Thus, questions like what are
the properties of S and how can we find S arised that
we must answer. However, we defer some of these consider¬
ations until next chapter and treat here only some other
general results. UJhat we do in the following is in fact ar
exposition of the eigenstructure of an aggregated model.
The exposition is deeper than simply saying that eigen¬
values are beinn retained.
It is well-known that any invariant subspace of a linear
operator such as A, whether A is nondefective or defective,
has a basis of eigenvectors. If the nxn matrix A is non-
defective, there are n linearly independent eigenvectors
regardless of degeneracy. Then any combinations of these
eigenvectors will span an invariant subspace of A. On the
other hand if A is defective, i.e., if there is not enough
independent eigenvectors to span an eigenspace associated
with an eigenvalue which has multiplicity larger than one,
the problem is resolved by the use of generalized eigen-
uprfnrc!.
Denote the null space of the linear transformation
(20)
iiihprp
. is the i th member of the o distinct eigenvalues,
Let m. be the multiplicity of as a zero of the minimal
polynomial of A. The followina facts are well-known
1 are As subspaces spanned by the chain of
Generalized eiaenvectors
where
and is an eigenvector of satisfying (A
are invariant under A.
Since are invariant subspaces of A, S can be formed
bv the direct sum of
where i and j are integers chosen
T T n m T Q C n Q P 4 i u n 1 v 4~ K o r 4-
and the set
, Consequently, the retention of the Jordan
structure of the system is not a necessary condition for
aggregation.
Once P is fixed, the aggregation matrix L is given by
(17) which can be further written as
(21 )
where P~ is formed by the first r rows of P. Notice that
(21) is exactly the same form as (22) of Chapter 2, hence
M can be optimized to improve the aggregation as suggested
by Siret et al. CS13].
3.2.4 Controllability of Aggregated m -dels
UJhen aggregation is used to obtain reduced models for
design and other applications, the question of control¬
lability may be crucial. For instance, the solution of
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pole assignment probl ems assumes that the system is
completely controllable. Besides, the results of
aggregated partial realization considered in the next
section hinge strongly upon the controllability of the
aggregated model. However, we show in the following that
the controllability can be easily established when a
quotient-space approach is employed.
(22)
where the plus sign denotes subspace addition. It is well-
known that the pair (A. B) is completely controllable
if the controllable subspace <A/B> satisfies
(23)
For an aggregated model (F, G) of (A, B), we have, from
(9) FL= LA, G= LB and L: X+ X is the canonical pro-
jection. Then where and
(24)
Therefore, if the oriqinal system is completely
controllable, its aggregated models are also completely
controllable.
An application of this controllability context is
suggested in the next subsection.
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3.2.5 Aggregated Partial Realization
We see from (9) that an output matrix H for the aggregated
model exists such that it maps the quotient space to the
same output space of the system if and only if SC Ker C.
We shall show in the next chapter that this will occur
if and only if the original system S(A, B, C) is not
completely observable. Since in general we would assume
the system be completely controllable and observable, such
an output matrix will not exist. Observe that if there is
such .a matrix, taking either the upper or lower path in
(9) will effect the same input-output mapping. But F is
of lower dimension, it contradicts the assumption that S
is minimal.
Suppose the input and internal structures of an aggre-
gated model has been determined, its output behaviour can
be adjusted by choosing a suitable H. A method which aims
at eliminating transient and/or steady-state errors is to
match the Inarkov parameters and/or the time moments of the
aggregated model to that of the original system.
Although one can match time moments and/or Irlarkov
parameters, the reason of matching time moments is appealing
when the input (or inputs for the multivariable case) is of
polynomial types. For single-variable reduction problems,
a common input of the form u(t)= applied to two
systems with impulse-response functions 9i (t), i= 1, 2
will yield outputs of the form [Z1]
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(25)
I f the N+ 1 time moments I ) dt of system
1P j= 0, 1, N are identical to the corresponding
time moments T2 of system 2, then the first term of
T in (25) becomes independent of
i while the second term represents the transient, (25)
implies that the two systems are zero-state equivalent as
t-}°° over the class of polynomial inputs of degree N.
The above result is readily extended to the multivariable
case if we consider instead the impulse-response matrices




Then, it is easily seen
that the defined zero-state equivalence can be attained
N. The time moments
are now mxl constant matrices.
67In terms of state-space realization, we let M1,j
defined by
(27)
be the Markov parameters and T1,j' defined by
(28)




be, respectively, the Narkov parameters and the time moments
of the aggregated model Sr(F, G, H). Assuming that L has
been selected and hence F, G have been calculated, we still
have freedom to choose H.
We have proved in the last subsection that if S is
controllable, Sr is also controllable. Then, since S
r




is a square matrix of full rank r and henc exists.
From (29) and (31)
(32)
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To match the flarkov parameters, i. e., to set m2j.= (1
J=M1,j
for j= 1,..., r, we simply build a row vector 0 with
1 j'
j= 1,..., r as elements:
(33)
Then setting H= 0 effects the required matching of Markov
parameters and H is uniquely determined by
(34)
We observe that, if F r is nonsingular,
(35)
is also square and nonsingular. Moreover,
(36)
By settinc T where
(37)
we can uniquely determine H. similar to (34), for the
matching of time moments as
(38)
More generally, we can form a square matrix F with
and/or F
as columns, then combinations of 1. and T
can be matched exactly as long as the columns of r are
linearly independent.
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The above result is readily extended to the multi-
varlarle case. Now F(j-1)G and F-(j+1)G are rxl matrices
and Mj. and T j are mxl matrices. For the matching of Mj
and/ or Tj,T is constructed with F(j-1)G and F-(j+1)G as
column matrices and a unique solution of H exists if and
only if T is square and nonsingular. Since r is an rxql
matrix where q is a positive integer, if r is required to
be square, it is obvious that the condition
r= ql
(39)
must be satisfied. and the number of mj and/or Tj being
matched is exactly q.
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3.3 Discussion
In this chapter, we have formulated the model reduction
problem in a very general setting based on equivalence
relations. When the notion of quotient space is used to
define the relation, the concept of aggregation com-es
-u-t naturally as a solution to the model reduction problem.
The present interpretation of aggregation should be
contrasted with those previously proposed [Section 2. 3, A4].
Furthermore, our analysis is essentially geometric. We
stress that the quotient-space approach not only formalize:
aggregation in a nice clean way, but it is this geometric
treatment that shines further light on this useful reduction
method. We discuss in the following,the results so far
obtained by the geometric approach.
We have shown that to retain in the aggregated model
the Jordan structure of the original system is not
compulsory. Hence, our result is more general than that
proposed by Siret et al. (S1 3). What we observe is that it
is sufficient to reduce* the state space (so that the matrix
A can be represented as given by (11) in the chosen basis)
for aggregation, whereas in Siret et al. [S13] the state
space is decom osedt. A s a result, a more flexible eigen-
A linear operator A: X X is said to reduce the space X
to the subspace S if S is invariant under A.
T We say that the operator A decomposes the space X into
S1 and S2 if X is the direct sum of S1 and S2 and if
they are both invariant under A.
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structure can be incorporated in the aggregated model if
one is using the former concept. For instance, as mall
as only one of a set of repeated eigenvalues can be
retained in the aggregated model compared with a whole
Jordan block. This may be useful in applications where
there are a large number of eated eigenvalues.
We have shown that it is easy to establish the control-
lability of the aggregated model when using the quotient-
space approach. Following the same line of Wonham [W8],
we have proved that if the original system is controllable,
its aggregated models are also controllable.
Applying the controllability result, we have proposed a
general method to find the output matrix of an aggregated
model for the matching of Narkov parameters and/or time
moments. The approach was called "aggregated partial
realization" by Hickin and Sinha [H6] sine it combines
the aggregation and the partial ,realization techniques.
Unfortunately, the development of Hickin and Sinha was
based on particular canonical forms and remains difficult
in the multivariable case. In fact, they have not given
any explicit solution to the multivariable problem. On the
other hand, our method can be applied to scalar as well as
multivariable problems. It should be noted that the method
is not restricted to aggregated models only. Indeed, as
long as some conditions on controllability are satisfied,
our method can be used to optimize the output matrix for
any internally reduced models.
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Finally the relation (39) is interesting, since it places
a restriction on r which is the order of the aggregated
model, if unique solution of H for the exact matching of
Markov parameters and/or time moments is being sought.
In the example given by Hickin and Sinha (H61, (39) is
not satisfied (r= 3, 1= 2) and T0 is only partially
matched for the given H.
We shall continue to apply our geometric viewpoint to






Given a linear system, we see from the last chapter
that the key step in obtaining an aggregated model is to
choose an invariant subspace S that will be excluded from
the aggregated dynamics. Since we have shown that the
choice of S amounts to selection of eigenvalues being
retained in the aggregated model, the problem is similar
to some other studies on eigenvalues selection recently
pursued [E1,I2]. However, since we have adopted a new
(geometric) viewpoint, we would like to ask if a new
interpretation may arise and hopefully may lead to some
new results. This motivates the following preliminary
consideration.
Thinking the state trajectories as a curve in an n-
dimensional Euclidean space, then each point on the curve
is a vector parameterized by the time variable t. Since
the space is Euclidean, norm and inner product are
naturally defined and the distance from a vector to a
subspace is a meaningful concept. When this distance notion
is generalized, we can talk about distance between subspaces
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without ambiguity. Similarly, we can say two subspaces
close if the distance between them is small.
It is well-known that the state response of a linear
system can be expressed as a superposition of motions
in the invariant subspaces of the system matrix A. In
systems theory, such representation is called modal
analysis. Hence, intuitively, if we discard some invariant
subspaces that are unimportant to the total response, a
reduced model may be obtained that is a good approximant
of the original system. But what is meant by unimportant?
Once again by intuition, we may define an invariant
subspace as unimportant if it is close to a particularly
chosen subspace.
The preceding thinking is based on our geometric analysis
of aggregation and will be elaborated in-the following
sections. After introducing two mathematical tools: the
singular value decomposition (SVD) and the Rayleigh-Ritz
(RR) procedure, we shall show that our approach will indeed
give new results on some old problems posed.
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4.2 Main Results
4.2.1 SVD and RR Procedure
SINGULAR VALUE DECn11POSITInN
The singular value decomposition is one of the basic
and most important tools of modern numerical analysis.
Particularly in numerical linear algebra, the SUD is very
effective in computing the rank of a matrix and in solving
degenerate least-squares problems. While the SVD is now
widely used in statistics, its application to electronic
engineering problems is not too long ago (e. g., the digital
image-processing problem [A3]) and its popularization in
control literature is very recent (see, for various examples,
the Special Issue on Linear Nultivariable Control Systems
of IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, vol. AC-26, Feb.
1981).
The idea of the SUD is simple: We try to reduce a general
matrix (square or nonsquare) to a diagonal form by pre.
multiplying and post-multiplying it by unitary matrices.
The SUD can be worked out for complex matrices. For real
matrices that we are interested in, we have the following.
Theorem 1





See CS1 4] .
The numbers i together with
are called the singular values of C and
they are the positive square roots of the eigenvalues of
C'C. It has been recognized that the singular values are
reliable data to determine the numerical rank of a matrix
and there exist efficient and stable algorithms for
computing the SVD (see, e.g., [G6,514]). In our present
development, we are much interested in the orthogonal
matrices U and l associated with the SVD of a matrix.
R ewritin g (1 ) as
(2)
reveals a decomposition of C. Then, the corresponding
statement of linear transformations is that for any linear
mappinc with dim , and for any set of
scalars satisfying , there
exist two orthonormal bases I } and
and respectively, such that
the corresponding matrix representation C is diagonal
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(3)






-aNaii I span t
(6)
Hence the U. and V. provide orthonormal bases for the four
fundamental subspaces associated with the given linear
transformation.
Numerically, there are advantages in working with
orthonormal bases. For example, if we transform data with
orthogonal matrices, the inverse of an orthogonal matrix
can be computed from its transpose, which is simple and
accurate. Also, orthogonal transformations do not alter
norms and they will not in general alter the sensitivity
of a problem LP1 J .
Klema and Laub CKA] summarized (3) and (6) into a nice
diagram (Fig. 1). They also point out that in addition to
its reliability in determining rank, SVD is reliable in
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RAYLEIGH-RITZ PROCEDURE
The RR method is a well-known technique having many
applications in the realm of applied mathematics. In
finite-element analysis the RR method is used in con¬
junction with.the so-called spline functions to approxi¬
mate solutions to operator equations [P3], A more general
form of RR method is known as the Bubnov-Galerkin method
and the RR, Bubnov-Galerkin, and other variants can all be
considered essentially as coming from the same idea of
projection technique [K7]. In numerical algebra, the RR
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method is used as a procedure (algorithm) to solve the
approximate eigenvalue problems [P2]. Although the technique
appears in different areas with different forms, we shall
use the theory of the RR method which has been developed
by numerical analysts for eigenvalue problems.
Let be a linear map. Then if S is a subspace
of such that AS CS, S is invariant under A and is called
an invariant subspace of A. Any invariant subspace has a
basis of (generalized) eiqenvectors. We can choose a matrix
such that span {S}= S. For any given nxm matrix
where si are the columns, it is desirable
to have a test for the invariance of span {S}. Since AS e S,
we should have
(7)
for some unknown coefficients qij. In matrix form, the
condition is
(8)
Q being an mxm matrix. Then the test is on the residual
matri x
(J)
and is zero if S spans an invariant subspace of A, When S
has full rank m and if R is zero, Q can be uniquely solved:
(10)
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If S is an orthonormal basis, Q reduces to
(11)
Observe that Q represents the restriction of A to S if S
actually spans an invariant subspace. Hence, if (8) is
satisfied, the set of eigenpairs of Q is a subset of the
eigenpairs of A. This leads to the RR procedure for optimal
approximations of eigenpairs from a subspace.
Suppose there is a subspace on hand which is not
invariant under A. However, if S is an almost invariant
subspace then it should contain m vectors which span S
itself and be good approximations to m eigenvectors of A.
Intuitively, we say that a subspace is almost invariant if
a certain norm of R in (9) is small. We shall see that it
is in fact justified.
The RR procedure is as follows:
(a) Find an nxm full rank matrix whose columns are a
basis for S, orthonormalize the columns to get an orthonormal
matrix S.
(b) Form the mxm Q= S 'AS, the (matrix) Rayleigh quotient
of S.
(c) Compute the m eigenpairs of Q, i.e., Q91.= 0ugi
i= 1,..., m.
The 0i are the Ritz. values. The m vectors hi= Qgi,
i= 1,.... m are the Ritz vectors. The set{ 0i, hi} is the
best set of approximations to eigenpairs of A which can be




eigenvalues associated with their generalized eigenvectors.
As stated earlier, if S is actually an invariant subspace,
the set of approximations is exact then the set of computed
eigenpairs from the Rayleigh quotient Q is a subset of the
eige'npairs of A.
To justify the claim that the RR procedure is optimal
for the given information, one may view Q as the projected
linear transformation of A onto S as shown in the following.
Since S is not invariant under A, it is meaningless to
speak of the restriction of A to S. The next best thing is
A' s projection onto S. I f P is the orthogonal projector*
onto 'S, it is obvious that S is invariant under PA and so
it is meaningful to speak of its restriction to S, and this
is the desired projection.
Lemma
The matrix Q given by (10) is the A's projection onto S.
Proof
Let x1 be a vector in S which is a subspace of the
Euclidean space Since span (S) is a basis for S, we have
where yj is the coordinate vector of x1 in S whose basis
is span {S},
A projector onto a subspace S is a linear operator that
takes every vector into S. In particular, an orthogonal
projector projects any vector perpendicularly to S.
X1=Sy1
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Similarly, let P be the orthogonal projector onto S. we
can write
since
I f Q is the A' s projection onto S, we must have






The last expression should hold for all y1, therefore
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and
which is (10). Clearly S is an invariant subspace of PA
c nrrn
Another way to assert the optimality of the RR procedure
is to prove the following.
Theorem 2
For given orthonormal nxrn matrix 5 which spans S, we
have II E for all mxm matrices W, where I is




The spectral norm (or the 2-norm) of a operator T is
defined as
where Ikxil is the Euclidean length of the vector x and D(T)




Since 1 is positive semi-definite
where denotes the largest eigenvalue of{•}.
If A is symmetric, the spectral norm of R gives bounds
on the approximation error for the eigenvalues and provides
a measure of how close is S to a true invariant subspace
[P23. Hence IIRII should be a good measure of the invariance
of S. For instance, if Q is given by (11), it can be proved
that [P2] there are m eigenvalues of A
which can be put in one-one correspondence with the eigen-
values 8. of i n siirh a way that
Unfortunately, there is no corresponding simple theory if
A is non-symmetric. However, in virtue of orthogonal
projection, ue may consider S to be almost invariant if
IIr II is indeed small compared uith, say, || SQ ||. This
comparison is analogous with the case when ue consider
the orthogonal projection of a vector onto a subspace and
a meaningful measurement of the closeness of this vector
to the subspace is to compare the length of the projected
vector uith the length of the error vector. Thus ue have
the follouing.
D e finition
If || R || || SQ ||, S is almost invariant under A. K
The heuristic argument for the above definition may be
elaborated as follous.
Given a vector x in S uhich is a subspace of £n,
span {S} = S9 then
for some y. Since S is not A-invariant, Ax is not in S for
arbitrary x in S. Houever, the projected vector PAx = PASy
is in 5. The error vector is
Then, for a vector x in S, the transformed vector Ax is
close to S if the length of the error vector (AS ~ PAS)y
is small compared uith the length of the projected vector
PASy, i.e.,
(AS P A S ) y || P A S y ||
Without loss of generality, let || y || - 1, then the
maximum value of the left-hand side is || AS - PAS || by
the definition of the norm of an operator. Similarly,
the maximum value of the right-hand side is ||PAS||. It
is thus reasonable to use the inequality
|| AS - PAS || II PAS
as a test for the inuariance of S. But AS - PAS = AS - SQ
= R and PAS = SQ, hence
lR IS Q
is an equivalent inequality for the test.
We can say more about || R || if it is studied in connection
with the notion of approximate aggregation, which is a
topic of the next section. Notice that the spectral norm
of a matrix equals its largest singular value and thus
can be computed by SVD.
4•2•2 Approximate Aggregation and Chained Aggregation
In the last section, ue have introduced some useful
mathematical techniques and concepts. They are the
singular value decomposition and the Rayleigh-Ritz
procedure, and the notion of almost subspace invariance.
In this section, ue shall integrate thern in an intelligent
way to solve cur model reduction problem. Ue shall see
that the result of our approach is a concept of approximate
aggregation which is in contrast with a similar ideayIJMIMIl«i»mI —m.nwimdttan.ncerKXTv-
previously proposed.
Medanic et ai. [A61 (see also [13]) have recently
introduced a chainad-agqregation procedure which trans¬
forms a system into a so-called generalized Hessenberg
representation (OUR). Model reduction is then performed
on the GHR by coordinate truncation, in a way that the
feedback couplings from the truncated subsystem are
neglected. However, as weak couplings are not immediately
apparent directly from the obtained GHR, they further
proposed a generalized QL algorithm to resolve this problem
anc discussed some theoretical aspects of the algorithm
in conoection with GHR and aggregation.
we : Hal1 also develop in this section the idea of
chai ru U~aggregation. But it should be noted that as we
ft
shall look at the problem with a new ancle, the underlying
idea in each step of our development and the final result
will be different from that of Medanic et ai. [MS], Ue
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defer the comparison of the two approaches in the Discussion
section. However, we will soon find that our approach is
based on the notion of approximate aggregation. Consequently,
when a reduced model is derived by truncating the newly
formed GHR, the model can be shown to be "optimal" in a
sense we shall make precise.
APPROXIMATE AGGREGATION




Suppose in the first place that the output matrix C is
of full rank and hence dim (Ker C)= n- m. Further suppose
that the kernel of C is A-invariant, then C is an aggre-
gation matrix. It follows that the system (12) is
unobservable and the observable subsystem is of dimension
in, where m is the dimension of the output space. If the
observable subsystem is also controllable, its transfer
function is the same as that of (12).
Let C has the SU1D (2) computed by an appropriate
algorithm. We shall not use the matrix U in the following
development. On the other hand, if we take V(1)= V as a
basis for the state space of (1 2), we have, in this basis,






Referring to (13) if Ker C is A-invariant, we must have
since A for some matrix A
and 1, . Otherwise, F general. From the
result of the last section, F4= UAUZ is the A's
projection onto Ker C and F1= V 'AV is the Al s projection1 1
onto the orthogonal complement of Ker C. Then, according
to the theory of the RR procedure, the eigenpairs of F4 are
the best approximations for n- m eigenpairs of A given
Ker C. Similarly, F-1 gives the best approximations of m
eigenpairs of A given Ker C)
Clearly, if F2 O, the reduced model given by
(16a)
(16b)
where F = F, G = and H = has the same transfer
function as the original system. It
Remark 2
It is easy to show that is an aggregation matrix
for (16 ).
Since } is the transformation matrix such
that and Hence, from Section
2.3 nf rhanf.pr is an aggregation
matrix.
Remark 3
When , we know that Ker C is not invariant under
A. However, is small compared
with, say, || F II (see the discussion that follows), then
Ker C is almost A-invariant and the reduced model (16) is
justified. We say that the system is approximately aggregated,
is now an approximate aggregation matrix and
(17)
The expression for can be somewhat simplified and
when it is not equal to zero its value can be related
nicely to Aoki's idea of approximate aggregation [A4].
To simplify we note that
the orthogonal projector onto span Since span
( span we have This gives
f1fl)
and I (19)
since has orthonorrnal columns.
Aoki CAA] defined the error dynamics when F as
(20)




It is natural to request that I (see Remark 5)
and we show in Remark 6 that !| wi th
Hence, our RR procedure which minimizes ; further
ill.e hi Ft pri . Mnrpnipr . hhp rnnrlifinn i s
equivalent to the requirement tha- for almost
subspace invariance discussed in the last section. This
can be easily established since now S = J , Q = F and
Remark 5
The following provides an estimate of the error e(t)
and a theoretical basis for the requirement
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From (21)
Since exp exp for every
then
Remark 6











We conclude that, from (23)-(25).
(26)
which is the required result.
CHAINED AGGREGATION
If II R(1) II is not small enough compared with II F II, it
does not mean that we cannot do better. In fact, in the
case when (A, C) is unobservable, there exist SC Ker C
such that AS C S and S is an invariant subspace of dimension
less than n- m.
The chained aggregation proposed here will identify the
unobservable subspace by gradually decreasing Ker C (see
Remark 8 for details) while the procedure of Tse et al.
ET31 identifies the observable subspace by gradually
extending Im C. To see how our procedure works, we refer to








From Fig. 2, we see that only F 1 is observed explicitly
(through H1), there is no direct coupling from F4 to Y.
Consider F4 as the representation of the dynamics of the
residual system, ther is the measurement for
this dynamics. We can then perform a coordinate transfor-
mation for the residual system with respect to this output
matrix using SVD and the RR procedure, as was done for the
overall system with respect to the output matrix C.
It is easy to show that the effective transformation on




with V(2) the orthogonal matrix V obtained from the SVD of




















is the resulting model.
Remark 7
In each step of the chained aggregation, we partition
out an m-row output matrix, compute i ts' SVD, and then
effect an orthogonal transformation. However, it might
happen at the ith step that the output matrix is of rank
indicating that only an rnth order dynamics is
observed. Hence we should partition out an mi-row output
matrix at the (i+1) th step. Of course it is not difficult
to determine the rank of the output matrix at each step,
as this information is contained in the singular values
returned from the SVD of these matrices (see [K4)).
Partitioning F(i) according to the partition for the
columns of in (30), we obtain
(34)
Remark 8
It can be shown that spans a subspace of Ker C and
f. spans the orthogonal complement of this subspace.
The transformation in the first step is
_L
where J spans Ker C and J. spans (Ker C) . In the second
step, is given by (28). Then
. Since is orthogonal and hence non-
singular, thus span 2(2) = sPan f°H°us that
any subset of the columns of spans a subspace of
Ker C. Particularly, 22 LS ormec by the last n - 2m (if
has full rank) columns of 2(2) Denote span (?22
as H which is a subspace of Ker C. Since J and 2(2) are
orthonormal, we conclude that T , which is V1 in concate-
_L
nation with the first m columns of 2 (2) 9 sPans •
The above argument can be extended to a general i and
the statement in the first paragraph of this remark is
proved. tt
Denote the upper right submatrix of F corresponding
to the same upper right submatrix of T + | j (30) as .
Then from (19) and Remark 8, the norm of the residual
matrix Dor testing the subspace invariance is simply
(35)
This gives an indication of when we should terminate the
process if an approximately aggregated model is sought. If







The block-Hessenberg matrix (36) is said to be unreduced
if its superdiagonal blocks Fi,i= 1' ....k are
non-zero. if any one of these blocks is zero, F(k) can be
subdivided into a form
(39)
which means that there are A-invariant subspaces in Ker C
and the system is not completely observable. #
So far we have not mentioned the stability of the
approximately agcregatod models obtained from the optimal
chained aggregation procedure. In general, we cannot
guarantee the stability of such models. However, if the
approximation to the eigenvalues of a stable system is






4.2.3 From Approximate to Exact Aggregation
We have shown in the last section how an approximately
aggregated model is obtained by a sequence of orthogonal
transformations, with a norm test in each step to justify
the approximation. If the test is not satisfactory or an
exact aggregation is sought, the following procedure may
be used.
At the ith step of the chained aggregation, the trans-
formed system matrix F(i) is partitioned as that for T(i+1 1
(40)
and we assume that FB J 0. According to the result of the
last section, FA contains the best set of approximate
eigenpairs that are most observable through C and hence
their exact counterparts of eigenpairs should be retained
in the reduced model. Conversely, FD contains the best set
of approximate eigenpairs that are relatively weakly
observed and hence their exact counterparts may be discarded.
Thus, the problem now is to remove those eigenpairs of F(i),
which are closest to the eigenpairs of Fp. We see that
searching for these exact eigenpairs forms part of finding
the eigen-solution of the original system that is required
in general aggregation. So it is quite convenient to inte-
grate the two processes into a single job.
The tool we shall use is a doubly shifted LQ algorithm
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which is a simple variant of the standard doubly shifted
QR algorithm for the solution of eigensystems.
Because of its remarkable numerical properties, the QR
algorithm has become a generally preferred method to
compute all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of either a
symmetric or a non-symmetric matrix. There have been QR
programs published in various languages such as Fortran
and Algol, some of them have been implemented as packages
like EISPACK and NAG (see CW4, G1 J).
We shall not give all the details of the QR algorithm,
as extensive literature can be found elsewhere (see, e.g.,
CF 1, S1 4,W 3J). The only difference between UR and LQ is that
L is lower triangular while R is upper triangular. If using
hn rnn%i Pni-i nnalR t factorize A to Qet
(41)A'= OR




where L= R 'O and Q= Q . The double LQ algorithm performs
the following steps:
(a) Given A(,)-= A, compute the LQ factorization of
(43)
where sR and sI are shift values for, respectively, the




(c) Repeat step (a) with etc. We see that
the indices i- 2, 4,... are all by-passed.
(d) After convergence, A(k) is lower triangular or
lower block triangular (each block is a two by two matrix





Returning to our problen, we preseriL the solution in the
following steps:-
(a) Find the set of eigenvalues of F0.
(b) Using the computed eigenv: s of FD as shifts,
applying the double LQ algorithm to F(i) gives eigenvalues
of F (i) which are closest to that of FD (see Remark 1 0).
For a complex shift, set sR equal to the real part of the
approximate complex eigenvalue obtained from FD, set sI
equal to its imaginary part. For a real shift, set = 0.
After convergence, store the last column (last two columns)
of Q ' in (46) if the shift is real (complex) (see also
R emark 11).
(c) At the end of step (b), the stored n - r columns
where n - r = dim {Fp}, span an invariant subspace
corresponding to the eigenvalues of F, which are closest
to the eigenvalues of Fp. Augment the n - r columns by
adding an nxr matrix to the left such that the resulting
nxn matrix P is nonsingular, then L i s
an aggregation matrix (see also Remark 12).
(d) Construct an aggregated model (which is exact)
given L.
Remark 10
In the original QR algorithm, the shifts and are
used to speed up the convergence and their values are
modified during iterations. In our application, however,
we use the shifts as to direct the algorithm to converge
to an eigen-solution which is closest to the approximant.
Notice that Fj is already a lower block-Hessenberg
matrix. Then, according to the theory of QR algorithm, if
we take the eigenvalues of r as shifts, it is most likelytu.
for the algorithm to converge to eigen-solutions that are
closest to the solutions of Fp. §
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Remark 11
In some occasions, A (k) may converge (for a given
accuracy) to a lower block triangular matrix where the
last block on the diagonal has dimension larger than two.
This may occur when there are multiple eigenvalues or
cluster of eigenvalues. The difficulties can be removed
by an analysis of the final result, after all the required
shifts have been performed. In general, we would find that
the same set of eigen-solution is obtained. #
Remark 12
It can be seen that the expression
is just the equation (17) of Chapter 3 if we let
P. Also observe that the stored n- r columns span an
invariant subspace, thus our procedure is simply a method
of finding the best invariant subspace S for aggregation.
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4.3 Discussion
The question of discarding unimportant subspaces
posed at the beginning of this chapter has been answered
in the preceding sections: What we consider as unimportant
are those invariant subspaces that are close to the null
space of the output map. In. this sense, the idea is
naturally related to observability and in essence our
approach is to extract the most observable part of the
system as simplified model. It is the Rayleigh-Ritz
procedure that builds up the theoretical foundation whereas
the singular value decomposition provides the computational
mechanism. The overall task is completed by a step by step
process that is the chained aggregation.
To work with observability measure has its intrinsic
meaning when applied to a large-scale situation (see
Section 5 of Chapter 2 for the definition of a large-
scale system). For instance, if there are multiple decision
makers associated with a large-scale system, then there is
a specific. information structure of the system observed by
an individual decision maker. Then, depending on his
locally available information. each decision maker con-
structs his own model may be quite different from
that constructed by others. An obvious distinction is that
some of the system modes are strongly observed by one
decision maker but may be nearly unobservable for others.
That means one should not be blined to retain the dominant
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modes. As a remedy, our proposed method gives a promising
answer.
It is interesting to compare our approach to chained
aggregation with that of [r1edanic et al. [M6]. There are
two main weakness in their approach: (i) The power of
chained aggregation has not been fully utilized. (ii)
The further transformation of the GHR using their suggested
generalized QL algorithm into another representation from
which a reduced model is constructed, will eventually
result in a model that retains the dominant modes in the
usual sense. This simply destroys the basic idea of using
chained aggregation.
There are mainly two reasons to account for the above
defects. First, there is no best rule to decompose the
output matrices in the process of chained aggregation,
hence the power of chained aggregation has not been fully
utilized. Secondly, the QR algorithm, on which the proposed
QL algorithm is based, has not been properly used
to solve the original problem of identifying weak couplings,
On the other hand, in our approach, the non-uniqueness
of output matrix decomposition is resolved by computing
actual bases for the kernel, and its orthogonal complements
of these matrices, using singular value decomposition. With
these bases, we then perform an orthogonal transformation
which is equivalent to a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure which
computes an optimal approximated cigensystem. The result
is a GHR which has the same structure as that proposed by
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Nedanic et al. but has different content, since it is the
best representation in a sense we have defined.
If the obtained GHR does not produce a good approximately
aggregated model, or if we are looking for an exact aggre-
gation, we proceed to the second stage in which we use a
variant of the standard doubly shifted QR algorithm to
reduce the GHR into two subsystems, one of which will
contain the most unobservable modes and is discarded. We
then construct an aggregation matrix from the information
obtained during the application of the algorithm and an
exact aggregated model is computed given this aggregation
matrix. The use of a shifted algorithm, rather than an
un-shifted algorithm as given by 11edanic et al., is the
key to a right solution to the problem. The following
example will illustrate clearly that the results obtained
by the two approaches are different, and moreover, our
approach is superior.
Example 1
We consider the example used by Medanic at al. The full

























































Since A is upper block triangular, the system can be

















as system matrices. Also
where X{•} is the set of eigenvalues of {•}. The submatrix
formed by the last four columns of C is essentially null
compared with the 2x2 matrix formed by the first two columns.
Together with the relatively weak couplings from A 9 and
A77 to A„„. we conclude that the original system repre¬
ss 11
sentation is already closed to a GHR and reduced models
may be picked up by inspection. To obtain a 2nc order
model, obviously we take as the reduced system matrix.
For a 4 order reduced model, a reasonable choice is
to take A and Asimply because we observe a weaker
coupling from A0 to A .
Since and
we are not retaining the dominant eigenvalues (except
X{An}). This example shows clearly that one should not
blindly retain the dominant eigenvalues. However, the
t h
4 order model derived from the GHR obtained by the method
of fledanic et al. retains the eigenvalues of A 9 9 , This
shows that their approach to performing the chained aggre¬
gation cannot be justified, which is attributed to the
non-uniqueness of the decomposition of the output matrices.
On the other hand, if we compute the GHR using our method,













































With the partition as shown, the system matrix of the 4n
order reduced model is the upper left submatrix of F j ,
which has einenualues (F) = (-0. 1 2295 ±j0. 31 24, -6.249 +
j 6 2.154} which are very close to d A ] and 1A 7 }. Also,








































the following computed norms show the superiority of our
optimal method:
hence he above result of comparison is
»
further supported by plotting the initial part of the
t h
impulse responses of the full model and the two 4 order
reduced models as shown in Fig. 3. While it can be shown
that the intermediate and final parts of the responses are
almost identical for the three models, it is clear that
the oscillating mode with higher frequency, which is
attributed to A(A77), is dominant in the initial transientJ
and hence should be retained.
Along with the development of our theory, we have
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Fig. 3
approximate aggregation. In many applications where exact
solutions may be too costly to obtain, the concepts are
nevertheless useful to approximate solutions. Perhaps the
most important feature of our proposition is that the
suggested norm test gives a measure of how far is the
approximant from the best reduced model (in terms of
observability) possibly attained: Furthermore, since we
have established a link to the similar notion of approximate
aggregation of Aoki [A4], our approach provides his idea
a solid solution.
To illustrate the algorithm presented in the last
section, we use the following example.
Example 2
We consider the 9 order boiler system given by Davison
CD1]. Table '1 and 2 show the rnatrices of the system
Equations. The eigenvalues of the system matrix A are
as follows:
Applying our proposed method to compute the GHR, we
obtain F 2) ( 2) 3 n ( 0) 35 5 0 u n n T a b 1 e s 3 and 4»
UJe also get !l R (1 II = 22437.9 and IIF II = 40.64, the 4th
order approximately aggregated model is thus far from
acceptable. We then apply the algorithm in the last
t h
section to obtain a 4 order exact aggregated model. We
found that the retained eigenvalues are and
while the dominant eigenvalues are a n d
n -
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Chapter 5
DESIGN OF SUBOPTIMAL CONTROL
BY
APPROXIMATEDISAGGREGATION
5.1 Mo ti vat ion
One of the main applications of model simplification is
to reduce the control design efforts. In the method of
aggregation, Aoki [A4] has shown the usefulness of
aggregated models in deriving a suboptimal control. The
key to the success of formulating the problem is the
existence of an aggregation matrix which relates the system
states and the reduced-model states. As shown in Chapter 3,
'%-V'--['
there is a large class of aggregation matrices, the choice
depends on how one selects the modes in the aggregated
model and relates the system and model states. Thn-r '.1
although the formulation of the suboptimal design problem
is straightforward, to set up a suitable aggregated model
for the solution is by no means simple due to that wide
range of choice [511. This motivates our consideration of
a different approach, especially when we have acquired
' v i '
some new undersf ''ng of aggregation.
In Chapter 1 where we introduce the yeneral idea of
model simplification, we have emphasized that the derivation
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of reduced models should be application dependent. If we
adopt this kind of philosophy, we should have different
policies for reduced analysis and iced design. Indeed,
such spirit is carried through in the present investigation.
In particular, we shall consider a notion called
disaggregation. We will find that disaggregation is
a dual concept of aggregation and there are interesting
relationships between the two.
Given an output matrix for the true system dynamics,
to build an aggregated model with respect to this output
matrix is essentially a solution to the reduced analr_sis
problem. Here we ask which modes are most observable at
the output and they are likely to be retained in the
reduced model. This problem has been considered in Chapter
4. On the other hand, we will find that, given an input
matrix for the true system, to build a model for disaggre.-
gation is essentially a solution-to the reduced design
problem. Here we ask which modes are most controllable
by the inputs. In the extreme case of an uncontrollable
system when we can obtain perfect disaggregation, only
the controllable part will be influenced by the inputs,




Hiuen a linear svst em S ( A R )
en
where
-j is the initial state and
rank B = 1. Suppose there is a model S(F, G)
(-
where is the initial state
and rank G = 1. Moreover, there is a matrix s u c h
that
(3)
for all t 0, then (1) is termed the disaggregation of»
(2) and we call L the disaggregation matrix.
Denote
U)







Therefore, if e(0) = 0, then e(t) = 0 for all t 0 or
(3) is maintained for all t 0. This is the case of
perfect disaqnreqation. If otherwise e(0) 0 but AnwiM.V)M4im.t».ini8W.3.• -•ntaH»w«8Ww»Brwi1 H«i .iAtaaaa
is asymptotically stable, then e(t) + 0 as t + 00. In
this case (3) is asymptotically satisfied,
R emark












are, respectively, the state spaces
of (l) and (2) and = I1 is the input spae.
It is reasonable to assume that L has full column
rank r and hence is monic (since Ker . Therefore,
the vector space Z and the range space ofv are Isomorohic-
1 e • $ Write I rn Z it is easy to prove that
we must have AZ C Z for (8) to hold, i.e., Z is isomorphic
to an invariant subspace for A.
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Let x1, , xr be a basis for Z, and augment it to a
basis for X by adding on sufficient linearly independent
vectors xr+1, , xn. Then, since AZ C Z, A must be a
block triangular form
(9)
With the chosen basis, a general form for can be written
as
(10)
Where M is an arbitrary rxr nonsingular matrix. If we
write
(11)
ue can deduce that
(12)
IT A is not of the form (9), we can first effect a
change of basis by a similar transformation P: X- X such
that n: X- X is of the form
.
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The two-step process is depicted as
(14)





Clearly the first r columns of P all together form a basis
for Z which is an invariant subspace for A.




which implies that the range of B must lie in Z (notice
that we have assumed that r 1) and the last (n-r) columns
of P is then arbitrary provided they span the complement
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of Z. Moreover, G is given by
(21)
The resu. is so far obtained reveal that perfect dis-
aggregation can be attained only under very restricted
conditions. Combining (13), (15)-(18), and (20), we observe
that S(F, G) is the controllable part of S(A, B) hence
S(A, B) is not completely controllable. Furthermore,
setting x(0)= Lz(0) is equivalent to compelling the
initial state vector to lie in an r-dimensional subspace.
All these simply mean that we must restrict the order of
dynamics of the original system if its behaviour is to be
reconstructed exactly from the data given by a reduced-
order model. In the following sections, we shall relax
these restrictions by introducing a notion of approximate
disaggregation which is useful in suboptimal regulator
design.
5.2.2 Approximate Di saggreqation- The Duai of Approximate
Aggregation
The idea of duality 11113 is fundamental in control
theory. Given a system S(A, B, C)
(22a)
(22b)
then it is completely controllable (obsobvabi) if and only






is completely observable (controllable).
Consider a state transformation z= Uz is applied to
Sd and in particular the transformation matrix V is assumed
to be orthogonal, we have
(24a)
(24{b)




which is clearly a transformation of the system (22) uwith
the same transformation matrix V applied to Sd The relo-
tionships between (22) (2) (2!) and (25) ar, summarized










If (23) is not completely observable and V is a trans-
formation such that (24) reveals the observable part of
(23), then (25) will display the controllable part of (22
To see this, if the governing matrices of (24) are of the
forms
(26)
and so the pair (A11, B1) is observable, then the corres-
ponding matrices in (25) are
(27)
where the pair (Ali', 81) is controllable. Since the
matrix V in (26) is identical to-that in (27), then if we
have an algorithm which uses orthogonal transformation to
extract the observable part of a given system, it can be
equally applied to extract the controllable part of its
dual.
In Section 4.2.2 we have proposed an algorithm to
perform the chained aggregation for reduced-order modolliao.
Basically, the algorithm identifies the unobservable
subspace of the system by gradually decreasing the kernel
of the output mutrix. It is actually done by perforrninq
the singular value decomposition on a sequence of matrices
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to obtain a set of orthogonal bases, which are used to
effect a chain of orthogonal transformations to the system
states. The result is a transformed system of the form
(25) if there is inherently an unobservable part. I f the
system is however observable, the transformed system matrix
will be of block-Hessenberg form. We have also introduced
a notion of almost invariant subspaces which is related
to the degree of observability of the system. A quanti-
tative measure of almost subspace invariance has been given
which is used to justify the approximately aggregated
models obtained by coordinate truncation. It has been
further shown that the proposed aloorithm will optimize
such measure and hence the approximately aggregated models
obtained are best in a well defined sense.
By virtue of the dual relationship as given in the
preceding figure and the above discussion, it is possible
to apply the procedure, initially devised for building an
approximately aggregated model, to set u a model for
approximate disaggregation. Thum a model for approximate
disagn_.rooation so obtained will c„nit tho most u ncon-1trollable
part of the system and the measure of the degree of obser-.
vability for approximate aggregatopm can be used as a
measure of the degree of -cor,trol.labil_ity for approximate
disaggregation due to duality In the next section, we shall.
develop the proposed method in the application to sub-
optimal regulator design.
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5.2.3 Application to Suboptimal Regulator D sign
We consider the linear regulator problem for the system
S in (22), the cost function is taken to be
(28)
where Q 0 and R 0. It is well-known that if S is
completely controllable, the optimal control is given by
(29)
Where P is the solution of the matrix Riccati equation
(30)
I f S is not completely controllable, it may not be
possible to solve (30) for P [121. However, Dressler and
Larson (D41 have shown that it is still possible to
obtain the optimal control if some mild assumptions are
made. Furthermore, the cornpuLation can be reduced to the
solution of an rxr Riccati equation and an rx(n- r)
linear equation where n is the dime, of the full
system and r is- the dimension of the controllable sub-
system.
Consider the system (25) which is a transformation of
S. Notice that the transformation rnatrix V is orthogonal,
Then x= Vx and the cost becomes
(31)
L et a n d Since 1 is
orthogonal, iu e h a v e
( U
Co r H hono o
( 33)
S i m i i = r 1 y ,
(34)
aH d h n n p r?i » s—t 1 i,~. w-
(35)
P rem j.lt Ipl y and postrnultipi y ( 30) by } ' and W, res-
P c c i v e 1 y, m e a e t
(36)
'r v ' ( J ' ~ - 3 5;, l, 36 ) is equivalent to
( - 7J ;
A




as the optimal state-feedback matrixDergote
for (25), then the corresponding matrix for (22) I s
(39)
The above results show that the optimal control for S can
be derived from its transformed system and their respective
optimal feedback matrices are related by (39)
Suppose S is not completely controllable and x= Vx is
a transformation which displays the controllable part, we
then have
(4o)
is controllable and is of dimension
where the pair
r. The following result is due to Dresser and Larson [D4)
Writing
(41)






It can be shown [K2] that if the pair (Aii, Hi) where
A A
Hi is the factorization of Qi = Hi Hi is completely
observable, then (42) has a unique positive definite
A
solution P 11, Besides, the matrix
A
is asymptotically stable. Once (42) is solved for Pii,
it is substituted into (43), which is a linear equation
A
in P 12 and straightforward to solve. Notice that (43)
can be uri11an as
( 44)
and has a uni qu e solution for an y ma t ri ;
A A





is the optimal feedback matrix for the original system (22).
Since the Riocati equation (42) is of order r and r n,
tne computation for the optimal design is reduced.
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From the results of Section 5.2.1, we know that the
pair (A 11, Bi) in (40) is a model for perfect disaggre-
gation. In Section 5.2.2, we introduce the idea of
approximate disaggregation and suggest a method to build
the model using the algorithm proposed in Section 4.2.2.
Since the resulting model represents the most controllable
part of the system, we may treat it as the controllable
part of a variant of the actual system, where the variant
is not completely controllable. Then computation of
optimal control can be reduced using the above results,
provided that conditions are satisfied for the existence
of solution of (42)-(44). However, the control law obtained
is suboptimal if applied to the true system.
Referring to the algorithm for optimal chained aggre-
gation. At the ith step of the algorithm when applied to
(23), we obtain an orthogonal matrix V. When it is sub-
stituted into (25), the transformed system matrix V'AII can
be written as
47)
and the transformed input matrix V'D will be given by
(48)
where Bl is lxi and All is (Ixi)x(lxi). Notice that (46)
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will be established after the first step of the algorithm
and remain unchanged subsequently.
Since we have assumed tHHat the system is completely
sin all", we maycontrollable, However, if
treat it as zero and we solve (42)-(44) to obtain an
optimal control for
(49)
Clearly A can be written as A= A+ D where
(50)
It has been shown that the algorithm will minimize
denotes the spectral norm of awhere
matrix. Furthermore, according to Section 4.2.2 and
(A, B) may be regardedSection 5.2.2,
as almost uncontrollable and (42)-(44) may be used to
compute a suboptimal control.
If a suboptimal design is to be useful, its performance
should not be too far from. that of the optimal. The
percentage degradation in performane, defined by
(51)
is generally used to assess the suboptimality. In (51)
J* is the optimal cost when our design is based on
A A A
A = .A f D, and provided that (a - BK) is a stable matrix





(52) is easy to compute as (53) is linear. However,
the optimal cost J is impossible to compute as we have
assumed that we can only handle a suboptimal design. A
usual approach to this problem is to obtain a upper bound
on (51) that requires no computation of J. With our
A «-V
present formulation where we express A as the sum of A
and D, D being small, the bound given by Bailey and
Ramapriyan [81] is quite appropriate:
( 5 4)
In (54), X and X are, respectively, the maximum and9 f,i m
minimum eigenvalues of the matrix
( 55)
»V »v A




For (5A) to hold, we require that the eigenvalues of (b5)
lies in the range (-1 ~ 1 ) . This can always be satisfied
if II D (I is small enough, but it will also he satisfied
when || D II is large but D has a special structure such that
'V
the symmetric part of PD is small CD1 ] .
E xample
As an example, we take from Harvey and Stein [H23 a
design problem for the F-4 fighter aircraft. The dynamic
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and R is taken to be an identity matrix.
n d






















































































and li A i i I! = 10.25, II A 2 l II = 1.0.
A A
A is obtained from A by letting A 21 = d. The suboptiwal
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where the optimal one is
K =











0. 8 59 4
Foilowing Levins and Athans [12], we compare the trace of
P with the trace of P to assess the suooptimality where P
is the solution of (53) and P satisfies
0 = (A - BK)'P + P(A - OK) + K'RK + Q
The result is
t r P = 2.33
an d
t r P = 1.95
t h
In this example, although the solution of a 6 ' order
matr'w Riccati equation x s only reduced to the solution
of a 4 order one, the fact that to solve an n order
3 3
Riccrt1 equation requires on the order of 100n to 5Q0rT
multiplications [11], indicates that the number of
t h
multiplications for the 4 order problem is only one-third
j 1
of that for the 6 1 order problem (the computation for the
-U
linear equation (44) is negligible).
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5.3 Discussion
The "disaggregation" defined here is different from
that defined by Aoki [A5]. In [A5], disaggregation means
reconstruction of state vectors of the 'true' model from
the data generated by aggregated models. In our definition,
a model for disaggregation also reconstructs the state
vectors but it may not be an aggregated model. In fact we
define disaggregation as a dual concept of aggregation
and have shown their respective roles in reduced control
and analysis. This last point can be further elaborated.
In the Discussion section of Chapter 4, we have pointed
out the usefulness of our proposed chained-aggregation
technique, for analysis purpose, in a large-scale environ-
ment where there are multiple decision makers. Similarly,
the disaggregation concept proposed in this chapter plays
a significant role in situations where we have to employ
decentralized control. Here, we have multiple decision
makers and each decision maker has his own control cuupling
to the overall system. Since the individual couplings are
reflected a set of different input matrices, the dclsign
of decentralized controller may be simp] ified using our
technique.
besides aggregation, a method for reducing control
design effort is also popular, that is thp sinnul7r
perturbation approach proposed by Kakotcvic and his
colleagues (see tS1) for a discussion or, this technique).
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Although it belongs to the class of simplification methods,
we have not included the technique in our survey chapter
because it has been developed less for obtaining an expli-
citly reduced model and more for designing suboptimal
control. Nevertheless, the singular perturbation method
has a close relation to aggregation and dominant pole
concepts.
The use of the method assumes that the system can be
put into the form
where is a small positive parameter and A 22 is a stable
matrix. No rice that while the first equation represents a
slow subsystem, the second equation represents a fast
.
subsystem. It is because as 0, x2 00. Reduction in
design effort is achieved by neglecting the fast subsystem:
by letting = 0, the second differential equation will
become an algebraic equation
Hence, the method is in principle an approach which puts
more weight on the dominant modes. Indeed, Kokotovic [K5]
has interpreted the dominant modes and the aggregation
methods in terms of singular perturbation. It was shown
that the singular perturbation approach results in an





neglects the fast modes.
The singular perturbation approach has a major diff.iculty.
As is pointed out in [S1], a physical system is hardly given
in the form of the above equations, with the slow and fast
variables separated and the parameter c conveniently
appearing in the left-hand side. To model a physical syste,,,
in the necessary form requires considerable understanding
of the system and is therefore not a easy task. On the
other hand, such problem will not exist in our approach,
However, as a remedy, an iterative scheme has been sugr sted
recently for time-scales seperation [K61. But in any case,
additional computation is necessary.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
in the final sections of the last three chapters uje
have already discussed the present work in connection with
those contributed by other researchers and some conclusions
hawe been made. Therefore, redundancy cannot be ajoided if
we Insist to recapture materials that hawe already been
;;: retcn1 a bia sujgest that a 11 the previous Conclusion and
'); c, us 1 o;; s a c 11 o n s shou 1 d be s u m m ed up to give an overal J.
'? ; s i n s M , a 11 h o u g h it is not a usual p r a c t i c e i n a
• - i is o r h cv i IV C i J,, ?
n f ter- o genera 1 survey and a sp eci f ic study r a ve been
Cuire i out in the preceding chapters, it should be worth-
V 7
•j!'• to 1give here a general .perspectives on cur topic. In
1.r scale, the perspectives arc customary called
!bu c3tio.u for Further Research, In this aspect, we feel
in est who t we have done is only a preliminary study on some
r ' .
useful concepts and there may be plenty of room for future
;ous invesligation. For instance, our equivalence-
i - _ ' oris viewpoint on model reduction is general enough
y'u. - jrtner stud-, : we have defined an equivalence relation
with a quotient-space structure but there may be other
relations that are worth to be considered. Our geometric
approach is also quite elementary in view of the extensive
development of IjJon ham1 s geometric idea in synthesis of
control, Because of the common languages used in the tuo
areas, it is hoped that the reduction and synthesis
problems can be treated simultaneously under the same
framework. It seems to be particularly prominent if
UJ on ham's work is to be generalized to large-scale problems.
Our numerical treatment of almost observable and
almost controllable systems is another interesting topic
that may be extended. Recent development on linear systems
has placed much more attention to the numerical aspects of
the existing theories. The computation of the controlla¬
bility of a linear system is one of the prob1 ems [P1] .
H e n c e, the tuo notions of almost observe b11it y a nd a1mos t
controllability proposed here may ba farther e1aborated
for the solution to this kind of research.
Almost unconsciously, ue have utilized In our study a
cone apt of operator gain. Recalling the norm tact in our
chained-aggregation procedure, the effect of a subsystem
is neglected whenever the spectral norm of the coupling
matrix is small compared with that of the reduced system
matrix. Since the spectral norm of a matrix in a sense
reflects its amplification factor, wih the popularization
of convenient tools for computing norms, it is believed
that the role of operator oain and norm comparison wi11
have much impact on linear systems theoiy. Investigation
in a similar context has just been put forward [f!1,Z3]»
Being different from the present a no reran, the '-operators
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considered are matrix-valued functions of a complex
variable.
In a larger scale, the prospects of model simpli fication
are prolonged and wide. On the one hand, the definition of
complexity will change with the advances in theory and
technology. Now we build our notions and solve our problems
based on the existing modelling theories and implementation
techniques. It is almost certain that, with the future
advent of more advanced technology and new theories, our
concepts on complexity will be changed and we may have
different solutions to the simplification problems. On the
other hand, the application of the simplifying idea can be
extended out of the linear, deterministic systems. We have
so far a relatively large repertoire of techniques for
linear, non-stochastic problems. Research on the simpli-
fication for, stochastic systems, say, is however Isc-anty
(a recent contribution is [B21). Similarly, reduction of
infinite-dimensional systems would be another interesting
and fruitful area Clearly, experiences gained in the
linear, finite-dimensional case should be helpful for these
lines of research.
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